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' ADVISORY BOARD

CATTLE ROPERS

NEW MEXICO,, F1U DAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 1. 11)03.

HOW GERMAN EMPEROR BLUFFED

FROM WYOMING

ISTHMUS CANAL

RACE SUICIDE

FRANCE TO A STANDSTILL

NUMHEK

JAPS GET STUBBORN AND

NOT FOR JEWS

REFUSE TO SIGN ARMISTICE

Meets in Washington to Will Attend Lewis and Morocco the Pivot on Which Turn the Diplomatic They Still Retain Practice Until After the Peace Treaty. Shall Have
Clark Fair as Guests
of Many Children in
Discuss Type of
Fortunes of Old World Powers-T- he
Signed, and Russians ReluctKaiser
Water Way
of the
Family.
Now Boss of Europe.
antly Agree
LOCKED OR
All

ON SEA LEVEL CHEYENNE

ER ONLY TO RECOMMEND

igton, D. C, Sept. 1. Tbe international board of advisors of the
Isthmian canal commission opened its
session Ht tlie Milnes building annex of
the war and navy department today.
The board was called together for
the purjio.se of considering and discussing the va.ious plans and suggestions lor the construction of the Panama canal submitted from variou
sources to the Isthmian canal commission.
The board of advisors was called to
order by Geueral George W. Davis,
U. S. A., retired, who is heading the
was formerly governor of
board.
the canal zone and is a man of wide
experience.
His associates on the
board are Alfred Noble, a civil engineer of Lavonla, Mich., formerly a
member of the Nicaragua canal board;
William Barclay Parsons, of Nw
York; Prof. William H. Burr, of
university; General Henry I..
Abbott, U. S. A., retired.; F. P.
Ripley, Herman
Joseph
Stearns,
Henry
Scimssler, Isham Randolph;
Hunter, a British engineer; Eugene
Tlncauser, a German engineer; M. M.
Guererd and Qnellenen, two French
engineers; Prof. Jacob, Kraus, of the
Technical school of Delft, and others.
The number of plans and suggestions which will be considered by the
board is very large, and the board will
remain in session until all of them
have been considered. Then the board Inir rt irai'lniia ii'iiacuo if lil'.i in YViv
will draw up a report or perhaps a omiug
,)lclure8 are
The cowboy
minority and a majority report, em among the
most popular. .Methods of
bodying the result of itst delibera- riding and roping a.e illustrated from
tions. Besides the plans of the first lite, by means of the wonderful blO'
committee, of 19ul, will be the plans gra'pn machine
oi tne om we lessens company, iu
Cheyenne is a
of historical and
project the Bunau arilla, the plans ; fl(.,ional lnleresl.town
The 8Cene of ,nany
of Mndon W. Bates, of New Vork.
west storie8i
true and lalse
and various other plans for a canal have been 1(K.aleJ lueref and it is the
between Cristobal and La Poca. Some center of a
t grazing county, and
of these projects are for a sea level cons
ntl ,3 hMdquaPter8 for the
a cowpunchers
canal, wblle other contemplate
canal above thesea level, and connect- -- Tne Seven ' men selected by vote to
?d wifutU
K" means'Jockiplt.Kf,Ilt vt;,e
cowbo- y- injetr? of
flams.
Wyoming are said to be expert riders,
If the members of the board find itand tn . ca
a sUfer of a wl,d
Impossible to form an opinion without horll ln a manner decidedly
artistic,
personal nspeetion of the conditions Ju3( n()w
, celebratlon of fron.
,
involved in the various plans. theytu.r event8 ls
on at cheyenne,
may visit the canal zone before mak-,antue tow u fuU of cowboyB. ,m.
Ing their final report.
mediately after the close of this eel- President and Congress Must Decide, ebration the Tribune's successful
eminent engineers of Amer- tesIalUs wlll ..hit the
for ,,ort.
lea and Europe, who met today upon j d aboard Pullman tiair
the call of Pcesident Roosevelt, will) visitor, from easterncar8points, some
Investigate and make recommends.-- ; o whom iula ine that the wnole WCKt
s M l" l"c l'
"
cow
,
;
i's overrun with the
puncher, will find
week their
oceans. The members were met by first opportunity to next
see in Portland
Chairman Shonts, who in a few words the real thing in the cowboy line.
expresses! his belief of the good re- residents of Poitland look forwardThe
to
sults which will follow their delibera- the coming of the Wyoming rangers
tions.
with as much
as do
The board of consulting engineers the easterners. curious interest
will have all the data collected by the
commission bearing upon the subject
Reduction of Grain Rates.
of type of canal, to determine whether
MinneaiKjlis, Minn.,
Sept. 1. The
the canal shoujd be constructed with
water- reduction in grain rates announced by
l
locks or should be a
way. The recommendations of the the Northwestern (railroad and other
consulting engineer will be made to western roads, went into effect today
the Isthmian canal commission, which and the grain movement, which had
in turn will use its own judgment ln been somewhat retarded by the anIts report and recommendations to the nouncement, has now fully begun. Ac- preSiuent. The final conclusion as to cording to an estimate the western
the type of canal will be settled by farmers will save about $8,000,000 by
the reduction of the rates
the president and congress.
a

KANSAS

ADVERSE CRITICISM

New York, Sept. 1. Judging from
the statistics of the bureau of vital
statistics of the municipal health
department, the Jews of New York

ENVOY TREATMENT

Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 1. It ls
now expected that the peace treaty
will be completed by tomorrow night
or Sunday. Full summaries, if not the
o
actual text, wili then be cabled to
and St. Petersburg for approval of
the respective governments, and by

AT PORTSMOUTH

the state of New Hampshire to attend a banquet, which la to
be tendered by that state to tbe peace
envoys of Russia and Japan. The banquet probably will be given at the
Mount Washington
house in tbe
White mountains.
No Foundation For Criticism.
The Invitation was extended, person-all-y
by Senator Burnbam, of New
Hampshire,
and George R. Moses,
secretary to Governor McLaln, of that
state. They were assured that the
president could not go to Portsmouth
or the White mountains.
Senator Burnbam and Mr. Mosee
discussed with the president a criticism which recently had been made
upon the entertainment of the. envoys
at Portsmouth.
They told the presi
dent that everything possible had
been done by the officials of New
Hampshire and the people of Portsmouth to make the sojourn of the envoys at Portsmouth as comfortable as
possible.
They said there was no foundation
whatever for the criticisms published
of the treatment of the envoys and
their suites, and that the plenipotentiaries themselves had expressed satisfaction with their entertainment.
on behalf of

To-ki-

Tuesday or Wednesday, at latest, M.
Witte and Baron Komura expect to
receive final authority to affix their
'
signatures.
Subsequent exchanges of ratifications by the two governments will be
simply a formality. Conditions of the
armistice, or rather a complete susmarking the
pension of hostilities,
UNCLE SAM INTER- conclusion of the war, wfd be arrang-ed, except for minor details, by the
. FERES WITH CUPID
plenipotentiaries here.
1
1
1
Baron Komura and M. Witte will
From the pitiful plight of an
love, Interfered with by the go separately to Oyster Bay. Witte
KaijC.iine.se exclusion act, Charles I.ee, expects to sail September 12 on
Baron Komura has
.; Chinese merchant of I.onlsle.irg. is ser Wilhelm 11.
engaged cabins on a
by the United Slates
an- - provisionally
steamer sailing from the Pacific
thoritieK with thp rtm
coasl September U).
all the result of his
1 lle ceremony of signing the "Trea-Flowrimpulse to secure a daughter of the
.;,::,::;;::?-t
'y f Portsmouth" will be as quiet and
Kingdom.
,1'eputy United States Attorney E unostentatious as possible. Both sides
I.. Medfer returned to the citv this desire to avoid any spectacular
from Iiordshurg and Clifton, UTeii- - l'oth realize that, for different
Ariz., where he was called on Chinese reasons, the treaty will not be
In
1
matters.
He tells the lar In their respective countries.
story of the undoing of one Charles Japan especially there Is expected to CHINESE
BOYCOTT IS
be a great popular outcry.
Lee.
A few months ago Mr. T.ee applied
"We know," said a member of the
SOFTENING RAPIDLY
to an Oriental matrimonial bureau for Japanese mission today, "that we are
a. wife.
The wife was soon delivered, going home to stones and perhaps
hut before the knoUcould b tied, a dynamite."
ft '
Shnnghal, Sept. 1. The large deUnited Slates officer appeared and
mand for tonnage for New Chwang,
questioned the right of the brlde-tJAPS REFUSE ARMISTICE
combined with an Imperial decree relie in the land of Uncle Sam, and an
TILL TREATY IS SIGNED ceived here today, greatly softened
'
I I" I I
111
lit
MMWfcll
was
effort
to
prevent
issumade
the
Japan
1.
Sept.
H.,
the effect of the
N.
Portsmouth,
boyiluuuL, A.l,, oil A.N OK MOKUUCO. 4
ance of a marriage
to Char- has refused to consent to the cessa- cott.
tween Oermany on the one hand and flan t.ultan, the emperor announced lie. But love wouldcertificate
not be thwarted, tion of hostilities until the treaty of
In
emperor
the decree the
refers to
the dual alliance of France and Great, Unit Germany would protect the
and now an
merchant has peace has been signed. The Russian the long friendship which has existon the other, as to who shall ritcr'al inteerliv ami ti.u i.)r..,nr,. a wife whoseAmerican
right
is
of
residence
ed
secrebetween China and America, also
envoys, accompanied by their
havevthe V. Tedominating taauence" In cric of Morocco. Tl en. Jrwrf . .h
questioned.
taries, called on Baron Komut'A and to the desire expressed by t)o Utter
Alotoeco.
Kmrorop Wlilliam. Mr. Mulal-Abd-"It now develops,"
said Attorney Mr. Takiharl shortly after noon today to negotiate amicably a new-- " treatjv e
war, R118-- j A.ez, the nominal ruler of Morocco, Medler, "that Lee had a Mexican wife
Deforetlie
He advises
Chinese to refrain from
sla was a very great factor in tha suggested that the matters in dispute previous to his late marriage, from ami had a conference for half an hour boycotting all
Americans while the
with
them.
game of diplomacy and strategy
s
submitted to an international
whom he has never been divorced,
regarding
the new treaty la
Japan Indicated last night through
being played by the European mission. The parties to this cont'er-power- and now we are going to try him for
ln progress.
willingness
the
for
Baron
Komura
her
encc,
it was proposed, should be the bigamy."
Russia was for years the
but his instructions were
great "bogey man" of Europe.
nation's signatory to the treaty of
Charles Lee has retained Judge Real armistice, shoubl
not take effect until WHERE MANY MILLIONAIRES
'Ma(llid
180 whence arises of El Paso, as an advisor ln his matri- that this
mai'
In sixteen months Japan unsheeted
HAVE THEIR RESIDENCES.
signing
of the treaty. The
the
after
,h(!
"favorert nation clause" which monial tangles, and the case has been
the awful spectre and showed it Tiol- New York, Sept. 1. Figures for the
an
half
hour,
for
the
discussion
lasted
enters so vitally Into all of our com- - positioned until the defense can get its
low.
Russian position being that the Jap- board of supervisors show the asThe first effect of the elimination oft tuercia-- treaties. The United States case ready.
anese contention was without prece- sessed valuation of property In WestRussia was to draw closer the rela-- i was one of tl,e signers of this Madrid
dent, and that if the armistice waa chester county, which includes tbe
Kite Flying Contest.
tions between Gieat Britain and ag: et'ment aiul wil1 'hereiore part
1.
not to take place until after the sign- domain of many millionaire New YorkAsbury
N.
Sept.
J.,
,,u
The
Park,
conference.
The latter nation ls the ally JaIe in
ing of the treaty it was practically ers, ls more than the assessments in
flying
contest
Deal
kite
which
the
of Russia. After the annihilation of ' Kmperor William had now accom- the entire state of Kansas. The propthe Russian fleet France looked around plished his main purpose, which was Lake carnival committee had arrang- unnecessary.
erty exempted this year is more than
Insistwere
Japanese
However,
the
day
one
the
ed
for
last
but
of
the
to break into the "close cornoratlon
for friends.
the assessed valuation of the entire
accordingagreement
was
great
today
ent
and
off
came
week,
the
carnival
It so happened that Great Britain arrangement between Great Britain and proved, ln many respects, to be ly entered into, providing for an arm- cou-ithalf a century ago. Among the
France.
and
to
And,
this,
in
addition
was looking for friends who would
effect the mo- largest exemptions aie the Franciswhich
shall
istice
interesting
of
take
most
features
one
of
the
'lie
smoking
In
had
out
succeeded
the
monastery,
can
help her stand against the aggresat Peekskill, $1,500,-otiweek. The wind was quite fa- ment the treaty ls signed.
Joseph's
St.
sions of the well armed Germans. The real intentions of France fo far as the
seminary, Yonkera.
day,
part
thousands
vorable
the
and
of
$1100,000; Sing Sing prison, Osslning.
Marquis of Lansdowne sought to bo- war Is concerned, and found them assembled near
FIRM IN
ocean end of Deal JAPAN REMAINS
the
averse
to
a
fight.
A
M
n U1Q HPR WAV 11,500,000; Fort Slocum, on David's
DCCIICAI
lster up the standing of Great Britexciting sport. The
Our state department ha-- defined lake to witness thewas
ain in the European concert, and
Portsmouth. N. H.. Sent. 1. An ar-- ! Island, 1800,000, and the New York
quite large, and
number
entiles
of
the
position
States.
United
of
the
shortly after Christmas, in 1904. neamong those who took part In the In- mlstlce has been signed to take effect Juvenile institution, Tarrytown, 1610,-aftgotiations were entered into with M. Should France see fit to begin a mili teresting
.White Plains has a valuation of
the signatures have been af fix-- 000.
contest were some of the
IXdcasse, the French prime minister, tary occupation of Morocco which most famous
to
ed
the treaty. The delay in the !.000,000, and because of the Bloom- east.
of
flyers
the
kite
course
government
our
considers
ington
asylum and other institutions,
which led to the formation of an "enwere kites of every size and cessation of hostilities was clue to the its exempt
property is fixed at $5,517.-51tente cordiale" between France and would be Justified on the ground that There
fiat refusal of Japan to consent to an eardescription, ' from the ordinary,
not
peace
the
ins
ls
sultan
to
able
ire
Great Britain.
world.
lier
time.
boys
over
the
all
kite known to
As firet fruits of this new filend-shi- or personal protection to subjects or to
the most scientific box kite. There
Following Royal Arcanum Example.
France was given a "free hand" forelgneis we would not object. Un- esr kite relays, Chinese and Japan- PRESIDENT INVITED TO
in Morocco.
As a first step toward til that time, however, we will look ese
ENVOYS' FAREWELL BANQUET
Chicago, Sept. 1. There ls considin vailous fantastic forms,
kites
protect
our
to
to
Morocco,
"dominating"
France anOyster Bay. Sept. ).- - rresldent erable dissatisfaction among the older
novel
entirely
of
some
and
commerce,
will
citizens
back
ami
and
nounced a Klicy of "pacific penetraRoosevelt received today an Invitation members ot the Knights of Honor,
tion" of that country. At this point up our insistence with all 'he force
over the Increase in the rates which
necessary.
the trouble began. The German emgoes into effect today. According to
peror had been looking on, while
Tims It Is seen that Moroc co is the
statements made by local members
Great Britain and Fiance
patched pivot on which turns the diplomatic
thousands of the older members seriWHO
CAUGHT
this new relation of love and amity, fortunes of the old world powers. Emously consider the advisahLity of sevperor William is the largest personal
and he was not pleased.
ering their connection with the organActing on the advice of Chancellor factor, and if war should come it
"'
ization,
ROSS AND
von Bulow, Emperor William "butted would bo in consequence of his atAND
upchange,
The
was
which
decided
in" on tbe Morocco deal. He visited tempt to reduce France to the posion somo time ago by the officers of
the sultan at Tangier. At the same tion of a subject nation. To lay, howthe grand lodge, differs essentially
artime he demanded of the French for ever, he stands as a
Charged Kerryston sawmills, several months from the change which caused so
1.
Sep- eign otflce to know where he came bitrator of ail moves on the contiSeait e, Wash
much clissatis'action in the ranks ot
ago, have been arrested.
in" in the Morocco arrangement, and nental chess board.
with tbe murder of Philip H Ross
After Moore was caught at Cleelum tho Royal Arcanum. It affects only
between sixty ami seventy
and wife, and burnii.s the saloon at Starwich, the deputy sheriff succeeded in elic iting from him a virtual con- years of age. Formerly all members
of
Kerryston to conceal evidences
fession of the crime committed last over sixty jears of age were assessed
$8 per mouth, while under the new
tln ir crime, Adam Moore, negro, and Sunday. A letter which had been reman was ar.ai gement members of seventy will
ceived by the murdered
.John Dallas, who came from Louis- found cm the prisoner. Dallas denies be assessed $15 a month on $200 In
surance; those of CI), $14; those of 68
NEW
IN
iana' in the same gang to work in the he ever sad been in Kerryston.
$12. fin, ami so on down tho scaie.
Officials of the order state that the
Opening Territory in Texas.
Incre ase in the rates became necesPeaceful American Invasion.
Buffalo, N. Y Sept. 1 The Seven- sary owing to the fact that during the
In
Corpus
Texas, Sept.
Yard accordance Christ!,
five years 1,913,471 10 more was
Science Meets With Much Success-Na- vy
with the law passed by ty fourth regiment of the New York last
National fiuard, commanded by Col. paid out ln death benefits to families
of
legislature
a
state
tract
the last
(leo. C. Fox, brevet brigadier general, of members between the ages of sixty
lands, comprising about ten thousand with arms and full field equipment, ami seventy than was received from
Work Discontinued
setopen
to
was
thrown
s.piare miles
staiteii from here today for a friendly the membership at that ago.
tlement today. The greater part of visit to Toronto, Ont. They were acFever.
Because of
the lands lie west of the iiu drawn companied by a band of sixty pieces, CLOUDS DEFEATED LICK
from here to the southwest corner of under the direction of Rami Master
OBSERVERS IN LABRADOR.
New Mexico.
There are, however, John Bolton. The band will accomSt. Jhns. N. F., Sept. 1. The Lick
smaller tracts In nearly every county.
New Orleans. La., Sept. 1. New are four cases of yellow feer in that Th.1 conditions existing in the terri- pany the troops on their trip and will astronomical observatory expedition,
in which went to Cartwright, Labrador,
cases at 110011 since t p. 111. Thursday, city, and recommended the establish- tories thrown open to settlement are give concerts during their stay clo
to observe the solar eclipse Wednes-tent- s
The American visitors
ment of a quarantine against it, and rot , cry suitablo for agricultural pur- loronto.
ten.
and other camp clay, met with complete failure. Heavy
discontinuance of the work in the na- poses. Some of the barren districts not carry their
Total cases to date, 1,0 i.
outfit, as tliev will bo quartered In clouds otiscu.ed the heavens durins
vy yards to the extent ren lered nec- may become
Deaths, one.
available for cultivation
the entire period of the ecdipse.
essary by quarantine.
The navy de- l.y artificial irrigation. I'p lo th pre- the tents of the Queen's Own Rifles.
Total deaths to d'tte, L'TS.
partment has approve d the recommen- sent nine the demand for lands under
dation.
FEVER FIGHTERS SIGN THE
this homestead grant has not been
STATEMENT SCIENCE ON TOP
very great.
Into Records.
Trying
to
Break
Signed
1.
Sept.
New Orleans, La.,
Ohio, Sept.
Cleveland.
fe
Bidding for Masonic Home.
documents by all ver leaders In tbe
race meeting "ii tie- lilenvil.e
yellow
fever, saying truck opened today with
fmlii against
ti e most natJackson. Miss., Sept. 1. The' MaON
that science is meeting with unbound- tering p ims pert s for hrcal ng some sonic grand lodge of this state will
ed success, and that the fever will Americ an, If not world's r cords. The meet hero tonight to open bids for lopractically be forgotten by frost, were (Ciit.ies are numerous, and include cating the Masonic Widows and Orpi inied here today.
some of th,; most famois machines phans' homo for this state.
Ne w York, Sept. 1.
A stilke of the
s have sent in their bids ami there
The
This strikt will affect 2'" buildings
ami equally
famous dr.xers.
NAVY YARD QUARANTINES
metal wori.eis of this district, in course of construction ami about
interesting event ot t'i" meeting is considerable rivalry among them on
n.'.st
AGAINST PENSACOLA
CITY will 1111 loiiiitedly be the .'"in mile m-was calhM hist night by tho Amal- - :ini shops in which metal workers are
that account. It ls Mated that
gamatcd Sheet Metal Worke rs' union. employed.
Washington. D. ('., Sept. 1. ('apt.
has made special effort to
car run for a record. It is exthe location of the home and has About L'.'io members attended the, Tho men demand an advance of
Robert M. Berry, commandant of the pected ttiat Oily Vaughn, who holds
record, will be a'.d 2 to made an unusually advantageous of- mee ting and the all fur the strike fii'y c ents a day. Their wages are
lie 1,
naval station, l'ensaeo.t, Kla., informwas almost unanimous.
fer for the puriMJse.
j now $t per day.
ed tiie navy department that there lowc r ii.
,
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YOUNG DEVIL INCARNATE
ROASTS ALIVE A PLAYMATE

KILLED

FIEND

WIFE

BURNED

Hannibal, Mo.. Sept. 1. Charles
son of I.ee
Christian, the
Christian, was roasted alive in Union
streft last night by another loy by
the name of Mcl.aln, who dashed the
contents of a can of gasoline over the
Christian Isjy's clothes and then ap- -

lied a lighted match. Many persons
ran to the boy s rescue and succeeded
v t i n euiij
In finally
n
thi tjamtw

Important to Newspapers.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 1. Two
important r v rules of the postoffice
department go Into effect today. One
of them is i.f particular importance to
newspapers, while the other principally affects trade lr.at'azines and advertising periodicals. Under the first rule
the pnsMt'tiee department will refuse
to tran.-iii-it
at newspaper rate any
spectacles, diseks of soluble paint, outline drawings, etc., but will demand
regular merchandise rates for them.
Under the other decision all maa-aines- ,
containing samples of papers,
insetted in the magazines for the purpose of advertisement,
will have to
pay fc irili c:ass rates instead cf the
cheaper second class rate.

Baltimore Gets Cheaper Gas.
Baltimore, Md., Sept. 1. In accordance with the policy announced by
the syndicate which obtained control
of the Consolidated Gaa company
three years ago, the price of gas was
today reduced to $1. The price charged on the bills will be $l.lu. but a M
per cent discount will be allowed for
prompt payment of the bills.

l

tw

Every stitch of clothing was burned
from young Christian's back and he
will die.
No other motive than a
boys' quairel is known.

,

Y. W. C. A. Conference.
Portland, Ore., Sept. 1. The first
northwest conference of the Y. M. C.
A. opened here today under the
of Ihe American committee.
.Many prominent members from
all
parts of ihe Northwest and quite a
number of well known wo.kers from
oilier states are in attendance. Visits 10 the exposition will add variety
to the program of the conference.

s

STRIKE BREAKERS ORGANIZE
BY FORMING SECRET UNION
1.
Iici.ev ir.g that ers union.
S' ,)i.
A scale of wages of nut
will so. n be in demand,
less than
to the printers' strike, a num- $."1 or $i per day, if it can be secured,
owin
ber of former sptclal deputy sheriffs was agree,! on. Charles It. Turk, a
and policemen held a secret meeting discharged policeman, was elected

jestrJay and organized a strike break president.
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their services
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steady and unchanged.
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Valuations in West
Chester County New York President Is Invited By New Hampshire To The Farewell
Banquet For Envoys But He Declines
Are Greater
To Attend

Russo-Japanes-

d

St. Louis Wool.
Mo., Si"it. 1. Wool

,

:

W

j

aus-piet-

j

GOING HOME TO STONES OR PERHAPS DYNAMITE

are strongly opposed to anything that
looks like race suicide. According to
tne figures, there were about 75.000
babies bonj in Manhattan last j'ear.
Of these, only 3o!t were of Swedish
pa.entage, only 5 of Scotch, 3.80 of
Irish, 2.3H6 of German, ll.!M)3 of American, 11,2:18 of Italian and 16.610 of
Jewish parentage.
The high birthrate of the Jews is partly accounted
by
lor
the fact that Hebrew traditions
and customs have made the race
sound morally, physleallv and mentally.

f

VS

Been

Assessed

It

j

Yi (

Del-cass- e

SHOWN BY NEW YORK BIRTHS

:

Vi

St. Louis,

what he was doing in regard to German meirhants and contractors.
He
learned that France had strengthened
ber garrisons on the frontier. William issued an ultimatum. There was
a war scare. For two days everything
was "up in the air." Then KTance
"took water."
Prime Minister
resigned.
The abdication of the French foreign minister was practical notice to
Germany that France would not fight.
Germany before laughed at as tin?
"Isolated jower" came out of the Imbroglio as the "central power" of Europe, and William began at once to
browbeat. Fiance.
After vlfil.tng Mo
roceo and consulting with th sberce- -

Washington, D. C, Sept. 1. The
Morocco crisis Is Interesting the UnitSeven of the Most Noted ed States governement to the extent
of preserving the American interest
in $13,noti,fMi worth of public works
Were Selected
for which the sultan's government
by Vote.
lets the contracts annually. Also the
United States is Interested In preserving the principle of the "open
FROM EVERY PART OF THAT VTATE door."
radically decided that
I'
i
commission will soon
which the United
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept. 1 -fa representative,
rontier life is not altogc
is to determine the
Next week seven cowboys
1 has come up
be- the Lewis and Clark expos
here, in picturesque costume
of the Cheyenne Tribune.
That newspaper took a ne
ure in getting up a free trlj
Instead of inviting the beauti
women of the state to becon
dates, the Tribune gave the
a chance. The whole state
mlng was the field, and the
from all sections entered the i
tion and made the voting- live!
seven who have been chosen by vote
5 .
as the most popular cowpunchers in
x
c
Wyoming will spend a week or so at
.
;
the tair and shoot up "the trail," figuratively speaking.
Wyoming, though laterally a land
t
v.
of gieat mineral production, still has
vast areas devoted to cattle raising.
The trained cowboy finds his occupation as lively as of yore, and while he
may not be quite bo boisterous as
eastern story writers used to paint
him, he is a picturesque character,
and one whom the general public
likes to meet now and then, Just for
a change.
-In the Wyoming section of the Agi
ricultural building at the fair theie
is a room in which every day a free
show may be enjoyed by the people.
Pictures, both stationary and moving,
are thrown upon the Bcreen, deplct- -
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ONE DEATH TODAY FROM YELLOW
FEVER
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STRIKE FOR MORE PAY
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PAGE TWO
girl snatched It eaeerly and begun eat-lIt with the gestures of an animal.
Fran gazej in astonishment. Suddenly he recalled an opinion expressed In a work on phrenology, that "if
ever here eiste,i a woman with the
peculiarly shaped brow and head of
the Vims dl Medicls that wemari would
of necessity be an Idiot." The strange
looks ami actions of the young girl
were explained. Shuddeiinn. ho turn- .. i
......... nun
.....I v,tj r......
...i nnat
hid
mi mi l' ...in,
euvvivu
niui l.t'
hands.
"Send her away." ho said.
Wwithout faying anything more
Fran turned toward the statue of
Snatching tip a largo hamVenus.
mer he aimed a blow full upon her
1.
In n
The marble Image fell to the
floor, shattered Into a bundled pieces.
At the same time Franz fell forward
insensible.
Uodotph. terror stricken, rushed to
r
"
I"'"' lei low lay and tried
li'Hefore he could do so
Franr. was jbad

THE LAST VOTARY
OF THE VENUS
Sad Result of a Friend's Device to
Save a Sculptor from Madness.
By Helen Hamilton.

j
j

(Copyright, l!n,", ly the Newspaper
Kutei prise Assiwiat Inn. )
It was a cloudless moraine In May:
the sunshine streamed briidit ami
beautiful Into the Vfftsl palace at
Florence, touihinir with molten plnry
the rosy linilis of Titian's Venus,
lighting the face nf the St. John of
Haphai'l, ami even leiulini; mmi't bins?
of the warmth and hue of life to the
lorm of the Venus (11 Mediris.
'
Hefore the last named stood a youns
man in an annum; oi rapiurc unni
breathless adoration, nnnarcntlv obllv inus to all that was parsing around
Mm. Ho vis singularly handsome,
but almost too delicate and i ffcminaie
.SUPREME COURT
In the' TERRITORIAL
looking ror manly beauty.
glance which he lixed
the beau- llul statue before him miuht be read OPINIONS HANDED DOWN IN TWO
more than a sculptor' admiration of
CASES, WHILE TWO OTHERS
triumph of his art. The adoratioti
WERE ARGUED AND SUBMIT
of a lover or the worship of a votary
TED.
might fitly have inspired the rapt
The territorial supreme court, nt Its
which
and passionate
tenderness
session Wednesday afternoon, Chief
ehone In his eyes.
Suddenly a hand was laid upon his Justice W. J. Mills presiding, attond- srm, and a laughing voice exclaimed, ed
business.
o. l.nT'i, Fletcher M. T.und,
Case
"Why, Fianz, man, not dreaming here
gain? I shall soon be half Inclined plaintiff in error, vs. F.llon M. Ozanne,
to side with .lohann and Otto and be- defendant in error, was argued and
submitted. It was a ca.se of forcible
lieve you mad Indeed."
The young man started and- pass- - entry and detainer irom i,incoin
Ing his hand over his eyes, turned county.
The court assembled nt Id o'clock
to the newcomer with a faint and
'yesterday fotenoon. Chief .Justice W.
melancholy pmile.
Rodolph Meyer, the intimate friend J. Mills presided, and Associate Jus- W. I'arker,
and companion of Franz Waldeii. was. fees John H. Mclie,
as Is often seen in such cases, his ex- W. H. Tope IMward A Mann and Ira
act ojiposite, bo'h menially and phy- A. A Idiot t were on trie bench. Clerk
sically. Placing his hand In that of Jos,- I). Sena was in attendance at the
Franz tlie young man drew his friend bench and Attorney Ceneral O. W.
toward the door, saying: "Nay, you l'richard represented the tenilory.
must come," not heeding the expres-elo- ' The following business was had:
In the case of Ilichnrd dl Palma
of reluctance from the other.
"You have managed to avoid me for and Bernard Ruppe, plaintiffs In erthe past two months so that I am glad ror, vs. Jacob Weinman and Joseph
to get a chance of sneaking to you. So Barnett. defendants in error, error to
district court of Bernalillo county,
.the
'
11
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tPWORTH LEAGUE TO GIVE
"OLD MAIDS' CONVENTION'
UNIQUE ENTERTAINMENT UNDER
DIRECTION OF PROF. CRUM. AT
COLOMBO HALL SEPTEMBER 1.

unique entertainment, under the
of "An Old Maids" Convention,'
will be given at Colombo hall on the
evening of September 1 by tho Ep-- i
worth League of tho Highland Meth-'- !
odlst church. The play will be under
the direction of Prof. J. H. Cium. of
the university.
The cast will embrace about twenty
ve young women, who will be select
ea and trained by Prof. Crum. The
past efforts of Mr. Crum have been
well received by the people of Albuquerque and there is no question but
that the coming entertainment will be
highly successful.
The play is in the nature of a comedy and will be brim full of laughable
effects.
Tickets for the attraction are on
sale at Matson's.
,

filMED A BLOW FULL. UPON HEJl

I

come, I will walk with yon to your
studio, .and see what you have been
doing all this time."
The lodgings were soon reached,
nd Franz admitted his friend and
himself into the small studio. It was
In the greatest disorder. Fragments
of dried clay and chips of stone
strewed the floor, while in the center
of the room stood several unfinished
busts and statues. Kodolph looked
"Why, good
around In amazement.
heavens, Franz, what have you been
about these two months past?"
Without answer Fianz arose and
Pleasantly Effective.
advanced to a green curtain .that hung
In tho way, no trouble to carai one end of the room and drew it ry,Never
easy
to take, pleasant and never
aside. As he did bo there was
failing In results are DeWitt's Little
to his friend the beautiful Early
Risers. These famous little pills
etatue it concealed. Rodolph could not
a certain guarantee against headrestrain an exclamation of wonder and are
admiration. The figure was exquisite ache, biliousness, torped liver and all
ly tinted with the colors of life and of the Ills resulting from constipation.
was a fine conv of the Venus de Med-- ' They tonic and strengthen the liver.
Ids, with her rounded limbs flushed Cure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists,
with the hue of life and her very'
ialr tinged with paly gold, and more
than all the chisel of the artist had
lent an expression of timid and maidenly tenderness to the features, so inexpressive in the original. She look
ed like a maiden dreaming of her first
I

B. A. SLEYSTER

ATOMS CY DYNAMITE

dispa'eh from Chania, Uio Arriba
county, gives the particulars of a
tragedy at that place, as follows:
While out hunting rabbits last Sunday mar this town. Kudoro Komero
anil Jose Maitiii' wo e near the powder house of the letivcr & KioC.rande
mile
railroad, located about
from lure, and as they had found no
game of any kind they commenced
amusing themselves by shooting at
what was supposed to be an empty
box near the powder house. The box,
however, was not empty, but contained about ion Kiunds of giant powder,
which, when .struck by tho bullets
from their guns, exploded with
force. The explosion set off about
four tons of other explosives stored
In the powder house. Tho second explosion was of such awful strength
that the force generated blow Martinez into the air and tore his body
Into shreds and atoms nnd so mangled Romero that he died from his
Injuries in great agony Monday last.
No other damage was done, except
that some window panes In the town
weie broken bv the force of the ex
plosion. It was a fortunate thing that
tho powder house was located a good
distance from here, else great dam-acto buildings would have been the
restilt.
P.oposala for Building Materials,
elc. C. K. Indian School. Santa Fo,
N. M., August 19, lflOo. Sealed proposals, indorsed "Proposals for Building Materials, Etc.," and addr ssed to
the undersigned at Santa Fo, N. M.,
will be received at the Indian School
until 2 o'clock n. m. of September Bi,
1905, for furnishing and delivering at
during tho fisihe school as
cal year ending Juno ,T, l'.i .ui, about
31.000 feet of lumber, 0o0 posts, 320
bushels lime, 2,"o pounds kalsoinine,
43. rem brick, 20
conn nt,
3 ha.rels
boxes tin, 20 bushels h.nr, etc., as
per list and specifications obtainable
at the school. Bidders will state in
their bldu the proposed price of each
article to !,e offered under contract.
All articles so offered will be subject
to rigid Inspection. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids, or
any part of any bid, if deemed for the
best interests of the service. Each
bid must he accompanied by a certified check or draft upon some United
States depository or solvent national
to the order of the
bank,
commissioner of Indian affairs, for at
least 5 per cent of the amount of the
- p.oposal, which check or
draft will be
forfeited to the United States in case
any bidder or bidders receiving an
award should fail to execute promptly
a satisfactory contract In accordance
with his bid; otherwise, to be return-HEAed to the bidder. Bids accompanied by
cash in lieu of certified check will not
be considered. For further information
apply to C. J. Crandall, Suporintend- ent.

5mokc the White Lily Cigar

JOE RICHARDS,

f

CIGARS
113 1.2 W. Railroad Ave.

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON' GALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

;

Public la Aroused.
The public Is arounsfd to a knowledge
metl-r- l
of the curative merits of thnt
tn.nlc. Electric Bitters, for glclc gtnm-acliver and kidneys. Mary li. Walters of i6 St. Clair avenue, Columbus.
Ohio, writes: "For several months 1 wns
fflvon up to die. I had fever and ague,
gre-Ji-
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Homcthing

R. W. D.

ing.

Firs. .atlonsl

Office,

Ba'iK build-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

E. W. Dobsorv
(
N

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

well

hlock, Albui' Jerque,

TO

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

M.

N.

DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

AND

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
1ICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,
Asst. Cashier!
MCINTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
A. M. BLACKWELL
.DRIDGE
O. E. CROMWELL

A. L. Morgs
CONTRACTOR AND H
mates cheerfully furnlshee
liclted. Automatic
econd street. Albc

3RY

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA 4. SANTA

FE RAILWAY

'prion-Nort-

OILS. VARNISHES AND BRUSHES

PAINTS,

PHYSICIAr
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
leaks.
One gallon Devoes' Paint covers.
300 square feet two coats.

..
..

SADDLES,

HARNESS.

LEATHER,

40O W.

1

AI

ETC.

LKOAD AVE

WiJrimMe&Ce
STABLES;
Horsed and Mules boiiL'htaod exchanged. Address W. L. Trimble & Co..
Albuu.uerque. New Mexico.
BEST TURNOUTS IN
THK CITY.

TRANSFER

BETWEEN

STREET,

RAIL BOAb

AND COPPER AVENUES.

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

M.

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
Presidjnt
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS,...!
Director

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic i'hyslclan.
hltlna; Block.
Konm 17.

VETERINARY.

THE

CLAIRVOYANT.

STATE
Ol'

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 daily. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

p

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and (loirs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods. Office at Trimbles'
Old nhone, 3: auto., 122.
stables.

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.08

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.

LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND

SECOND

FIRST
NATIONAL

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
pathy.
All
diseases
tieated. Offlice Tarnett building
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phoDes. Sundays by appointment.

W, HAYDEN

NATIONAL

BANK

L.m;QUKKUlJK

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

$100,000
$250,000

Contractor and Builder
OFFICE

AND FACTORY

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanEngship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
lish, Spanish and Mechanical IJraw-Ins- .

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

V

";t

DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Gleckler Block, Cor. Fourth street
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265. and Cold avenue.
ROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,
Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building, Albuquerque, after September 24.
FIRE INSURANCE.
RTAL ESTATE

Rankin

PLUMBING AND

8c Co.

HEATING CO.

N, PEACH & GO.

WALKER,

rme
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C Haldrldge's Lumber yard

I.
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Gradi,

&

f

Avenue.
Day or Night

307 West Railroad
'Phones.
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couch
CURE the LUNGS

KILLthi

and

Dr. King's
How Discovery
WITH

1

J

.

V-

.1

0NSUMPTI0N

OUCHSand

swett

and bbe will he good
for an hour or o."
"What on earth does be mean?":
wondeted Franz in artotiishuic-tit- .
Without reply, Rudolph took from, THK Rl'AI. FUJI IT IN THK 111(1 All MY DIVORCE CASE IS FOR
his pocket a piece of sugar. The1
POSSESSION OF THKriE CHILDREN.

OLDS

THE

Pries
E0e&$1.00

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and

Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points go to Paulsen's Association
office. Railroad
Railroad
Ticket
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
RAILROAD

fix-

412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

'PHONE, 671.

mimnniiiii
"
ri

COLO.Ct.
XX XX XZXZZ X XXXXX XX 2 XXXXXXJ

rCT i n , irnri,
iadii3iicu

OLD RELIABLE"

PUTNEY

on

WHOLESALE
Grain

Flour,
Carrie

and

inon
a,

GROCER
Provisions.

the Largest and Most extensive Stock of
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons
ALBUQUERQUE.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

H-

N.

XXrXXXrXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTTXXXXXXXXXTXXXXU

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which JustiOur prices will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
eompare favorably with responsible competition.

Ills
.MUM,
AUTOilATIC PIIONK 711
III'
I II
lilt J111!

II

II

14

i

Turkish Nongate Is Pne after a
dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs.
confectionery store and Ice
cream parlor.
OCCOCXDCCOCOCCOOUecrOOtXXXX:

TRY OUR

I

St.

A Specially
UNION

Fine Ltne
MARKET

207 West Gold Aveune
BOTH PHONC
OCXOCXXXXXXXXXOCXWCXXXXXXJOu

Micliael's
SANTA FE, N.

Fresh Meals and Sausages :

Fres Trial.

Surest and Uuickeut Cure for all
THKOAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONE1 BACK.

H. COX, Manager.

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
In
Dealers
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
PROVISIONS, HAY and strictly private.
GROCERIES,
One
Time:
GRAIN AND FUEL.
month to one year given. Goods reyour
possession.
Our
In
rates
main
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors are reasonable. Call and see us beand Cigars. Place your orders
fore borrowing.
for this line with us.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
NORTH THIRD STREET Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
S15 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING
Open Evenings.
S.S.PEARLSTINE
STAGE LINE
SPRINGS
M JEMEZ HOT
212l2 South Second street.
Auto Phone, 328.
M
Carries the United States ma'l; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
i!()!d rlss, horses and drivers; leaves
The Fuehr
Albliiuercue every Tuesday and Sat5 a. m.
urday
For particulars, adCompany, dress atV. L. Trimble
& Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. H. DLOCK, proSuccessors to towards eh Fuehr,
New Mexico.
prietor,

fn-- i

1

Standard

The

Both

f"

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

ALMQUEKQUE.N.M.
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D. A.

West Copper Avenue
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ANK

John H. Sting!
ATTORNEY-AT-LA8
Armllo bullfllng. Alhunuere

A

Thos. F. Keleher

$100,000

Albn luerque,

At

207

SURPLUS

Bryan.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

N. M.

Undertaking

'',"1

AND

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

7

i

i

Ira M. Bond.
83 F etrect,
N.
Washington, u. 1,. Pension, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter patents, trade marKs, claims.
ATTORNEY-AT-L.A-

W
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ierU,

BED-ROC-
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V

Albuq

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 20812
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time a few good
brick and frame houses and choice
FLOUR.
vacant lots, on easy terms,
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
AT
PRICE8.
A blessing alike to young and old;
Wholesale and Retail.
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
Dr. Fowler's Kxtract of Wild StrawHIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
berry. Nature's specific for dysentery,
per week. This Is a good Investment
J. B. MacMANUS, Manager.
diarrhoea and summer complaint.
In a short
602 South First Street Both Phones and willWe double in price
have renters for all classes
time.
of buildings, but very few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
C.
with us. All business entrusted with
us will receive prompt attention.

,

S

Bernard 8. Rodey.

M.

othce.

my nerves were wrecked; I could not
sleep, and my stomncti wns so wenk
LOANS
from useless doctors' drugs thnt I could
not et. Soon after beginning to take
Electilc Titters 1 obtained relief, and In Automatic Phone 451.
a short time I wns entirely cured." Guar- Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
anteed at all (trior stores. Price 60c.
o
IT 13 EA3Y lej MAKE GOOD
CO
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE
BREAD
CLUB
WITH
HOU8C

'

fingers.
"Franz, my imor follow, you are 111,"
aid Rodolph, kindly.
"Not 111," cried the other, dashing,
the drops from his eyes, "but mad!"
"Mad!" exclaimed Rodolph, starting back
"Yes, mad mad indeed, for I love,
I love with all the power of my being
this statue, this Venus which remains
ever cold and soulless beneath my,
caresses. Why did ever marble take
o perfect a shape! Why this story of
Pygmalion a fable! Oh, my divine
love! Dare I never, save in my
dreams, behold you aught but cold
and lntenslbe to my love?"
Rodolph
deeply
was
alarmed.
"What if you were to find a living
woman, the exact ptototype of the
Venus?" he asked.
"Then, oh, then," cried the other,
with flushed cheeks and kindling eyes,!
"I should indeed be blest."
"Farewell, then, for a time," said'
Rodolph.
Several days later the door of
Franz's studio was suddenly burst
open and Rodolph appeared on the
threshold. "Franz, Franz," he cried
"Leave your statue and look upon the!
living beauty of which you have so:
long dreamed."
A young gi:l appeared.
It
but a glance In reveal the rare per-- '
fection of her beauty. Her complex-- '
Ion was creamy pale and her large
eyes (ic b!;-and brilliant as those
of a gazelle, but it was her laiiltleshj
fully
displayed
form,
by the tight fit-- '
ting velvet l.o. lice nnd short peasant!
eklrt. that expressed the jrtcateist
lieauty.
Breathless wi... delight Franz ap-proarlii-her and would l.avo taken'
tier band, but Rudolph interposed.
"Do not touch h r," be whispered.'
"She is easily frightened, (live her

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

ARCHITECT
SPECIALTY
F. W. Spencer and V.
ford, rooms
Bar
We desira patronage and we
Albuquerque?, N. M. Ho'
guarantee first class baking
Albuquerque
S. First Street,
CONTRACTOR
CAKE

WEDDING

TRUST

COMPANY

Prompt attention given to all
hublnrsa pertaining to the prof'lon.
Will prnctlce In ai! courts of the territory and before the United BtateH land
N.

ROOM r.. ::OMYET,L BLOCK.
Telephone. 174.
Autam.it

A

AND

J

MONTEZUMA

LAWYERS.
ATTORN

REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC

TWO MEN BLOWN TO

MRS. TAGGART

adorer.
"Beautiful!
But why did you not
attempt an original work?"
There was no answer and Rodolph
turned in wonder to his friend.:
Franz leaned against the window, his
hand pressed over his eyes, while
tears flowed slowly through his

j. e. kraft.
dr.Dental
Suroeon.

made-payabl-

A

title

J)
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damages was reversed and the case
remanded. About $10,000 Is involved.
The opinion was by Associate Justice
W. H. Pope.
In i no case of Ooorge W. Champion,
appellee, vs. All red V. Kice, appeal
from the district cuu t of Bernalillo
county, upon a petition for intervenor,
the judgmi nt of the lower court was
affirmed.
The opinion was by Associate Justice H. A. Mann.
Cii.-In the
of Noa Ilfeld, et nl,
Haniona I., do Baca, et
al. appellees, appe'il from the district
court o:' Bernalillo county, argument
was heard and the case submitted.
The ease involves the possession of
property valued at $"11,111111. Mrs. Baca
claiming n loriiy of her claims over
other creditors for advancing her
certain same of monev.

WIST J.. A

mat-gestio-

1905.

1.

dentTsts!

MARKET

MEAT

SEPT.

CARDS

Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, over
All kinds of fresh ifid ttlj
the Golden Rule Dry Oooda Company.
.and induce sound sleep, u has been
Factory.
Meats"Sausage
Steirn
Both phones. Appointments made by
doing this for over fifty years and Is
mall.
just as cm i.l (oday. Take the hint and
try a hott.e. it cures neaaacne,
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Costiveness,
Dyspepsia,
No. 806 Railroad avenue
Offk-boura
Cramps, Diarrhoea or Malaria, Fever
:30 a. m. to 12:80 p. m.: 1:30 p. m. to t
and Ague. Our Private Stamp Is over
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointing U made
MASONIC BIIIDIG. N. THIRD ST. bjr mall.
the neclt of bottle. ,
OFFICE
CLOSED UNTIL AUHOSTETTER'S
GUST 28.
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And Bed Time we advise everybody to
take a doso of Ilostetters Stomach
Hitters. It will strengthen and sweet-- j
en the stomach, restore the appetite
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Price is Forgotten
With the object of getting a satisfactory article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range Is either
e
a pleasure or an
to the housewife. Buy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."
eye-sor-

J.

D. EMMONS

(Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Corner Coal and Second.

Petroit, Mich.,
trailer derailed;

SANTA FE VICTIM

tured from the Russians or sunk In
battle and subsequently raised.
Russia has lost its position as a
ranking naval power. Its fleet in the
Pacific Is cut to pieces and its great
Baltic fleet has been destroyed.
Russia has lost her position as a
first class power .and will no longer
be able to brow beat other nations
bv her gigantic games of bluff.
Russia has been routed from the
Llaotung peninsula, from Dulny, the
Blonde and Elliott Islands and from
Port Arthur, the harbor fortress
whose strength and Hsltion gave the
czar a position of dominance in eastern affairs.
The southern half of Sakhalin Island is lost to Russia, an island over
which a few weeks ago she had full
sway and ownership.Russia has been compelled by force
of Japanese arms to consent that all
nations shall have full trade facilities
in Manchuria, a privilege which she
formerly jealously withstood.
The czar's government refused before the war to recognize any right
of Japan to seek Influence and trade
in Korea. As a result of the war Japan is given a preponderant influence
in the Hermit kingdom, with full power to advise the emperor on all matte: s pertaining to commerce and to
war.
Russia has relinquished ownership
in the Chinese Eastern railroad connecting Port Arthur with Changtfu.
This Involves a retrocession to China
by Russia of property rights, and
gives to Japan an opportunity to recoup her finances.
The czar loses all Influence in Manchuria, a province which his government was absorbing.
r
open
Russia loses her only
port upon which she had spent hundreds of millions.
Russia loses her military prestige,
having been thrashed to a finish by a
nation whose territory could be carved out of Russia almoRt 267 times,
while the population of the victors is
scarcely
of that of the vanquished.
Russia loses the respect of the civilized world because of the despotism,
barbarity and Inefficiency of her government, the debauchery of her nobles, the Inefficiency of her officers on
land nnd sea, the brutality of her
Cossacks, the superstition and ignorance of her clergy, and the poverty,
superstition, brutality, ignorance, and
s
degredation, which enshroud
of her people.
Russia lost $1,02ii.iii'0.000 In expenses of the war and $440,000,000 of
shrinkage In securities, or a total of

found the road in good

The ofrinls
Work on the Eastern railconditio
w Mexico at Wiliard is proroad of
gressing very rapidly and a large
number f men and teams could be
seen at work on the grade as the inspection train passed that point- - The
entire Estancia valley is in splendid
condition, crops and grass are above
the average ard stock Is showing the
effects of an abundance of feed and
water. Settlers are coming Into that
section every week and now all the
land within two ml.es of Estancia
has been taken up, and homes are being bni.t thereon. The Santa Fe Central is handling large shipments of
household goods and farming machinery to Estancia which Is a good indication that the cotintry is being rap-Id- l
ypopulated.
This road is also
handling large shipments of construction material for the contractors on
the railroad at Wil'ard.
m
m

Af.

T

4tfPx"a. tcavrr.

Santa F to Torrance and return, returned t i Santa Fe Thursday even-

The Memory of Quality

Co.)

Street car TICKET SCALPERS REAPING
one kiled and six
A RICH HARVEST

Aug. 20.

hurt.

Flournoy, Sec.

New York, Aug. 22. Trolley car
A harvest time for the railroad tickand lumber wagon collided; 12 paset scalpers has been created by the
sengers seriously hurt.
Toledo, Ohio, Aug. 20 Frelg'nt col- exodus from New Orleans and other
killed one and injured two.
fever infected points in the south.
Several Thousand Dollars Has lision
Topeka,
Kan., Ang.
23. Three
The scalpers' offices In New Orleans
killed
in a. head-ofreights
collision
of
are besieged every day with persons
Been Lost By Railroad
on Union Pacific.
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Aug. 23. Four who are anxious to leave but who
want to do so as economically as posRecently
Ohioans Injured in rear-end- .
collision sible.
of trolleys on Great Gorge route.
The ticket 'scalpers have evolved
Hammond, Ind., Aug. 23. Engineer
this
scheme which is being worked
and
fireman
of
the
Wabash's
New
THE AGENTS PURLOINED TICKETS
If a person wishes a
York flyer Injured when train was extensively:
ticket to St. Louis at reduced rates,
ditched by jumping to derail.
Parkersburg. V. Va.. Aue. 24. B. he has to purchase a round trip ticket
Santa Fe railroad officials report a & O. freight train in collision;
two to Chicago from the office of the railway itself. Before he leaves New Orsystematic scheme of- robbery being Killed and one fatally injured.
Mansfield, Ohio, Aug. 24. Two in- leans he is provided with' a letter
practiced In Colorado by operators
from the broker there to a ticket
acting as ticket anents proper. Sev- jured in rear end freight collision on scalper
in St. Louis. He presents this
H.
&
O.
been
eral thousands of dollars have
Vermillion, Ohio, Aug. 24. Lake letter to the St. Louis broker and relost by the railroad In the past few
Shore trolley jumped track and was ceives in return the price paid for the
months.
ticket less the reduced price charged
James Foster, night operator at La- ditched near here: one injured.
for the trip from the south. What is
mar, is now under arrest charged
left of the ticket is sold in St. Louis
TOWNSEND WILL INTRODUCE
with purloining railroad tickets.
NEW RAILROAD RATE BILL to any person wishing to go to ChicaA night operator, said to be Charles
go. The price paid Includes the value
Jennings, Is under arrest at Las AniRepresentative Chas. It. Townsend, of the return half, but that amount is
mas ou a simi.ar charge.
refunded to the purchaser by the
Traveling Auditor W. Foster of the of Jacksonville, Mich., one of the au- scalper
in Chicago.
Santa Fe passed through Denver on thors of the famous
The process is kept up until the enhis way to lamar, and says the thefts rate making bill, has written a letter tire
ticket has been used up. Each
are on the increase. While all the to a friend in Washington in which
tire purchasers saves from $2 to
operators and tickets agents are un- he states that he lias no reason to be- of
$4, and the brokers clean up several
der bond, the Santa Fe Is having dif- lieve that President Roosevelt has dollars
each.
given up his intention of calling an
ficulty in keeping "tali" on them.
The method is to remove tickets extra session of congress early In Nofrom the bottom of the ticket packet, vember for the purpose of having rem- WHAT JAPAN GAINED
sell the tickets and destroy the stubs. edial railway legislation considered.
AND RUSSIA LOST $1.4i',0,000,000 in money.
The proceeds, of course, are pocket- In this letter Mr. Townsend says: "I
Russia iost 275 caiitmn and E13.000
am satisfied that some bid having for
ed.
rounds of ammunition for same; 112,-70Since the railroads anticipate heavy its purpose the further regulation of
The mikado's empire has secured a
rifles and 28.9.ri0,0ii(i rounds of amtravel to the G. A. K. convention, they interstate carriers will pass both place among the great powers of the
munition for same; 2'"!,000 men killsay that the operators who are dis- houses of congress at the coming ses- world.
ed, wounded and captured; five adhonest will have better opportunities sion.
Japan has wrested from Russia the mirals,
12,000 men, and sixty-eigh- t
"I shall introduce a bill containing
to steal. When the situation became
of the Llaotung peninsula, in- ship,;.
main provisions of the bill which control
known to the general offices of the the
cluding Port Arthur, Ilalny and the
conSanta Fe, the traveling auditor was I introduced in the Fifty-nintHlonde and Elliott Islands,
at
Japan Iost $t;80,(i(i0.noo in war exsent to this state to make the rounds gress. I think, perhaps, It will be one stroke getting revenge for thus
past In- penses; 1H4,000 men killed, wounded
well to particularly specify private
of the stations in Colorado.
dignities and what to
are the and captured; 1,000 nen of her navy,
Operator Foster is said to have se- cars, so that there will be no question prime fruits of victory. lier
they
and twenty-fou- r
tiint
are
vessels, mostly transregulat-iincluded
in
i
the
the
of
dollars
several
hundred
cured
Ily Japan's victories the empire has ports.
g power of the commission conferSanta Fe's money. The travel from
forced
to
open
Russia
to
consent
the
by
the bill."
Lamar Is light, and it would take a red
door for ali nations in Manchuria.
a
MERCHANT TAILOR
considerable lenatli of time to secure SANTA
A "preponderant
influence" In KoFE WILL BUILD
$20fi, for if the dair revenues did not
rea
been
has
an
secured,
influence
MAMMOTH ICE PLANT
average v.i .
i'.'v ligation would
which admits the right of Japan to 0. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSIhnve beg':.i sio..er. Foster's arrest is
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAILgive n;llitaryand financial advice to
One
Ice!
largest
of
the
iiave
to
fart
that
the
to
artificial
due
said
been
ROAD AVENUE.
the emperor of Korea.
plants
in
the
west,
were
possibly
office
larghis
the
the revenues from
Japan obtains the cession of the
est, and one that will compare favorlower than they should have been.
I have opened a merchant tailoring
Chinese Eastern railroad, south from
ably
in
will
say
size
they
with
re-big
the
officials
The Santa Fe
ice and
' Changtfu to Port Arthur, a change of establishment upstairs over No. 20tf
frigerator
plants
severity.
in
with
be1
offenders
prosecute all
the east, is to
control which will aid Japan in a fin- West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage
The practice has become sq general, built by the Atchison. Topeka & San- - ancial sense.
of the general, public.
ta
Fe
Argentine,
at
among
Colorado
of
some
the
Kansas.
not only
Japan has forced the limitation of Suits made too order. Clothe cleaned
Pians
agents
among
specifications
and
eastern
operators, but
for this the Chinese concession of lsitfi. under pressed and repaired. The specific I
of the Santa Fe. that the railroad is plant have." been drawn and accepted, which the "cut off" through northern use will not Injure the cloth. Ladies'
by
the
days
officers
A
few
of
stop
it.
the road. J. E. Hurdetermined to
the garments also cleaned, and walking
ago an Hfient in Chicago was arrest- ley, general manager of the road, said Manchuria was built to connect railskirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
nnd
the
I'ssuri
recently
transportation
that
!
for
these
plans
specifi-ed for exchanging
and
in
roads, so as to provide for the reten- Have had 15 years' experience
cations
the
had
of
yet'
not reached his hands
theater tickets. The officers
tion and ownership of the line by the this city. Give me a trial.
a
was
and
he
seems
dishonesty
O. BAMBINI.
trifle unfamiliar with Chinese Eastern.
road siy a fever of
Chinese imperial
to have been communicated to a cer- the constructive details of the build-- ; police are to lie substituted for the
ings
A
to
Story
Touching
be
the
of
employ
in
erected. Work is to begin
the
tain c ass of men
railroad guards.
Is the
from ic:uh of the taty girl
on iliis plant right away and It will RussianJapanese
company.
Tlie
treasury is to receive of . aavlnir
A. Kylor, Cum'"Tland, Md. lie
he put up under contract.
Argentine'
11 months
wrtlm:
a
tho fn?t- our
sum
"At
payment
liberal
in
can;
for the
WEEK'S WRECK VICTIMS.
is the principal dace on trio western
llltl.. irtrl was In oVrllrilns h.iil'h
Russian prisoners.
KILLED AND INJURED. .men m me roaa where fruit cars and of Japan's
trouble, and two physithrtuit
fishermen secure the right cians nuvt her up.
v were utmost
In
lot tier perishable freight are iced for to ply
we
to try Dr.
In the waters of the 'l.spjiir, whf-in rail- 'the jourmys east. So great has be- Russiantheir trade
Nineteen killed. 77 inj-.rs New llHcoverv for Consumption,
Kirff
Littoral
from Yladivostock roughs ami C'oMs. The first bottle tfftve
road wrecks is last week's list. The came the business of the Santa Fe In north to the ltehring
sea.
r.li.f; after taking four bottles she wss
week liefure there were HO killed and the transportation of citrus and other
Japan
has
possession of the cured ml is now In perfect health.
111 injured.
There were sixteen acci- fruits from California and points south half of secured
Ncvr falls to relieve nnd cure a rouKh
Sakhalin
Island together or
cold. At nil dealers; wc
$1. Guardents then, the most serious being that .In the south that the Icing and cold, with about sixty-eigh- t
warships cap anteed. Trial bottle free. and
Ya., win n an Atlantic ftorage facilities at Argentine have1
at
("east Line excursion ran Into an opeu been taxed beyond their capacity. It
(in and shot into the river. Fifty-fh- e was decided, therefore, by the com pa- wire killed and sixty hurt. Last ny to erect this new ice manufactuweek there were Too less accidents. ring plant and cold storage houses.
IN
The most si rious accident was at
The plant will have the capacity for
l'.utie, Mniit., Aug. 2", w'nen a freight manufacturing 2on tons of ice a day,
struck a picnic trolby, killing nine and th.-rwill also be a cold sturuire
Strengthen the Stomach With Mi-o-n- a
and injuring II. A list of the week's capacity of Ih.iumi tons.
and Keep
The plant
disasters follows:
tie equiped in the best po-'Will
!',.
Erie Coal manner and will be
llreeiiviile. Pa., Aul'.
Well.
in all its
Coke company's :o!!iy lino wreck- - details. It will cost in t'c- iieighbor-hoo.l
.1
;n mine; ntie Injured.
of I.'i'o.imi,-)Tins Co- is exclA
Unite, Mont.. An.'. 2". Nine killt d usive of lavinu' the tracks
,. ;r
philanthropist in New ft .o, w,; .
liia b.s in the
that will be
and 14 hurt in a collision of Hutte, necessary to handle the traffic
nn; s
or i d ,ira;'vl1
''
iiioiisands
the
at
anil picnic plant
Anaconda & I'aeilic :ry mimni.-iirovidinjr milk for the ,
H''"h to
'"'
trolley.
lile-- ,
with
ivwult that tho mo;-COUNTRY PROSPEROUS ALONG
IVts'.iiru'. Pa
maril
arl.a,
I'li'Ssne.ss, pains
I ark
Jumped the
ir tir. in K n:iy'
i' it.y di
Ho a;- - an-THE SANTA FE CENTRAL
'!:.-- n s u:t. r
V'lti-MUillff,
I
tra-cii he la- t that d'tt.-jsinjured.
,.
n nil
an !,..ir;i ami lliu
Kcnns
The
inspection train of the are
l.ouhi!h-- Ky., Aus. 2". One killed
in tho cutiimcr nnd ti;at !!..!.;;.
ulnc'i i.
's from a weak
' .,
liiii-collision on Santa Fe Central which on Wedm-sur.l .v hurt :u frInllst If i. pt
t )
;m,
;,i'(!
llnl.'-digestion.
e
th.-ie
day carried S. It. Crim-lnw- .
aiu.-kaA f.iarai.
till the money if
i .
Man-n-;- i
An- -.
20. Two killed to the
Mi! :iu'... e.
mana.-- , r;Ciein-ra.!
nl,,r
not live on a milk Mio-n,Usi
help, js civ en
ii"t
r W. S. Hopewell, of the
cu t to insure luakh, but they can so' with ev. rv
and twiniy injured, when a trolley
c. m -- ox.
Ask J. 11
ear crashed down an embankment five
Fuel and Iron company, and str. tw'heu the s'.nnach and digestive O U:i-:you the guar
Co. to
miles from the city.
ja party, of officials titer the line from uigans by tl.u Use of
that they antro.
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OLD PEOPLE

Making a Hit

AND THEIR TROUBLES

wth our

Old People have more of the pains,
aches anil discomforts of life than do the
young. This is perfectly natural, because their blood is not so vigorous, nor
their powers of resistance so great, and
troubles that a younger, health y constitu
tion could resist often afflict them.

Pilsner Beer
la what we are doing with every
one who tests Its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There Is no warm weather beverage that can compare with
this refreshing drink on a warm
day.. It Is not only pleasant to
taste, but Is Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartes; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.

During the civil war I oontrncfed Caand suffei-Ptarrh
its ellccts lor
many years. I triedwith
various romedion
and dootoi-Hwith no wood rosult.
but
One day I tound ona of your pamphlets
and read it carefully. I d.iclded 8. 8. B.
was the medicine I waa In need of and I
bevan its U'e at once. My health was

dreadful, and as I wan (renin alonir in
years, I had meat of the puins it"d nil.
nienta moment to tint time or lile; but
alter
la kintr this ureal remedy torn while
I bewail to lruprove and soon tound my.
self a Rtron, well man, I om nnw morn
than 7ft years of nc.o, but. my health is
pood, becuuan I tako nn o e.mionaj
UotMe
ofS. 8. 8. W ct li i ii w e.i u.ils ; : nu .1 tonio
and hlood purifier, and I recommend it
to those needing such a medicine.
1'ordyoe, Ai k.
L.8. LUCKU1DGE.
Rheumatic

pains, sleepless nights,

fickle nppctites, etc., arc not imaginary
with old people, ns is sometimes thoueht.
They need a medicine that will supply
their hlood with its lost vigor nnd build
up and strengthen their constitutions
S. S. S. is the ideal remedy for Old 1'eo- de. It is made entirely from roots,
lerbs ami barks, anil does not injure the
system in the least as do those medicines

containing mineral ingredients. S. S. S.
is gentle in its action, purifying the blood
ot all poisons
a n d relieving
old age of its
discomforts by
supplying a robust , healthy
constitution. It
PURELY VEGETABLE.
is the ereatest
of all tonics for increasing the appetite,
toning up the stomach, promoting the digestion and building up the entire system.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga,

Dangerous and Uncertain.
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and
scalp diseases, DoWltt'a Witch Hazel
Salve has no equal. It la a certain
cure for blind, bleeding, itching and
protruding piles. It will draw the fire
out of a burn and heal without leaving
a scor. Roils, old sores, carbuncles,
etc., are quickly cured by the use of
the genuine DeWltt's Witch Hazel
Salve. Accept no substitute aB they
are often dangerous and uncertain.
Sold by all druggists.

Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phone 292.

Ice Company

&

ASK TOR DIAMOND ICE.

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

Colo. Phone 93

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 20P

Bell 'Phone No. 115

A. BORDERS
F'unerai Director
and Em bal mer
City Undertaker
E5?ESF
--

COMMERCIAL

CLUB BUILDING.

d'e p w

UJ'bv

dl
VISIBLE

TYPEWRITERS
The best machine
in the world. This
is no experiment,
but has been tested
and tried, and baa
200,(Ki0 in use.
If
you are interested
in typewriters call
on or address

0

Don't 'wait for an explosion
with gas the humane way.

cook

0

h

PAINFUHERIODS
AMERICAN

WOMEN

FIND

401 W. R.R. Ave.
General Agent for
New Mexico.

RELIEF

Tbe Case of Miss Irene Crosby la One
of Thousands of Cures Made by Lydla
E. Pinknam's Vegetable Compound.

BssassaBMkaBSMHiHBBBaaaaaMaai

flow many women realize that menin the balance wheel of a
woman's life, and while no woman la
entirely free from periodical suffering,
it la not the plan of nature that women
should suffer no severely.

struation
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CLUB

K KSTAUKANT

)

OOMS

IN CONNECTION

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

Truns-Siberiu-

(

S tT T
1
ITS
i
gUICKEL & liOTUE Proprietors.

BAR AND

j

11

S, RAMSEY

GEO.

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and
Lunibir Cars; Shaftings; Pulley, Grad
Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Kronts for Buildings. J
J J J
REPAIRS

Thousands of American women, however, have found relief from all monthly
suffering by taking Lyriia K. l'iiikliani's
Vejjotatile Compound, as it is the mot
thorough female regulator known to
medical science. It cures the condition
which causes so much discomfort aud
rolis menstruation of its terrors.
Miss Ireuo Crosby, of 313 Charlton
Street Kast Savnunah, ia., writes:
" I.ydia K. l'inkliuiii s Vegetable Compound
Is a true friend to woiimu.
It has tiet n of
t;reKi benefit to inn, curing me of irrrultt

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE

Women who are troubled with pain- ful or irregular menstruation, bu I
ache, bloating for llatulcnec), leucor-- I
rh'i-afalling, intlammution or uleera-- I
tion of tho uterus, ovarian troubles,
n " feeling, cliz.i-- '
that " bearing-diness, faintuess, iuilieslinii, nervous
prostration or the blues, should tako
iinineiliale fiction to ward off the
ous cimse.Ui jices, sod be resti.re l to
perfect health and strength by taking
l.vd.u K. I'uikham's Yctfetaijlo C im
pound, nnd then write to Mrs. I'inlt-liaiLvnn, Mass., for further free advice. Thousands have been cured by
k--

AND

A

Finest

whiskiss

Wines.Brandies.Etc,

;

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.

,

'
J 20

West Railroad

MILL

SPECIALTY.
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track
ALBiytLRUl'E. NLW MEJIICO

The St. Elmo

I

mid pHinfiil meiiHt rust ion when everything
eic hud failed, and I gliully recommend It to

oilier sutr'rini; womeu."

R. P. HALLPrco.

WORKS.

MINING

ON

MACHINERY

Avenue

SAMPLE AND
CLUli ROOMS

B.

RUPPE

,

u,

so

doiu.

We Fill

Prescriptions
RiGHT.

at consistent Prices

3

Bank of

203 West

CDMrce

R. R.

Ave.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
By

"
V.

WILKINSON

CITIZEN
HAPPY

The Citizen Publishing Company

OK I2KMOVAL

The validity of the. action of Governor Otero In removing from office the treaHiirer and ex officio collector,
sheriff and school superintendent of Hernallllo county
will unquestionably come before the courts for determination as to his power In the premises and as to whether
the facts existed which authorized him to act if he has
such power. The Citizen does not care to forestall the
determination of the question involved by any discussion
at this time. When the mutters come before the court
The Citizen will give to the public full and exact reports
of the contentions of the parties and the action of the
courts, and let the public judge as to the existence ot
the power claimed for the governor and the propriety
Citi-teof his action. In the meantime the columns of The
contending
are open to the friends of either of the
parties for such proper matter as they may see fit to
print upon the merits of the Issues.

LITTLE

ARMY ON

ITS WAY TO SCHOOL

Published Dally and Weekly
W. T. McCREIGHT
8. STRICKLER
Huslness Manager
President

QUESTION

CITIZEN.

AL11UQUEHOUK KVENLNG
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'By Frank P. Adams
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Out of Twelve Missing Checks

happy little nimy, on your way to school again.
Armed with reader and arithmetic, with blotter and with
pen ;
Your hearts are iljiht, your min is are bright, your lots
from work free
Save from a task as difficult ns spelling
You'll learn among some other things that two and two

O

From Company's Book
Cr.e Shows Up.

Select a Fall Suit that wl nroclaim your up to- (lateness and do it now. Don't be one of the
lagbehlnds. Conic out in new clothes In time to
wear the late styles before every other man appeared In a new Suit.

HE IS AlDtD BY A WOMAN

are four;
st are
to the effect that
it
That twelve Is called a dozen and that twenty Is a C. I.nte
who was a defaulter
W:!!
M.
score ;
as maniiL
lor the H. Massey Cigar
How many pounds are in a ton and pennies In a dime;
rompanv
'he extent of between
How many hours in a day ihow many years in Time!)
,
$3.ooii a".
and who left the
city lift en two suns, three weeks
Your copy books will say '('feat Oaks from LiKle Ac- - ago, is a -- n at his old tricks In Ark
ansas, an that the American Bankers
orns Grow;"
now taking a hand In
You'd learn how very wrong it is to say I ain't got associat "M tiiat.s may soon
land him be
the
ehas.
no;"
Ui s.
hind
the
You'll learn how great Columbus was wio found this
The oil. i' is of the R. Massev Cigar
pleasant land,
company are reticent about anything
Though why the earth Is round, perhaps you may not pcrtalnin: to the erstwhile manager
of the ( minany and the company's
understand;
hut It
You'll learn your country's father was the bravo and bankers are also
is a well established fact that several
truthful George
Mr.
f r largo amounts from
Though he got co.d feet one winter when he camped at checks
's managerial pen have been
Wilkinsn!
even
Valley Forgo;
The New Mexican very correctly affirms that
cashed v banks In Arkansas and
in New Mexico a good apple orchard bears better and You'll learn about the battles, though you may forget have be n sent hero for collection.
the dates;
One chicii was for $100 and another
more steady returns than does the average gold mine
crop will That rice and cotton are the exports of the Southern is said to have been for $10. Mr. Wilapple
years
present
the
territory,
for
the
la
kinson Is aided In his work by a
states.
foot of 500,im0 boxes of 50 pounds each, worth double
woman, or at least a woman worked
fiscal
past
during
the
output
gold
the value of the entire
the Arkansas bankers for the $loo
MexNew
crops
of
you
good
would
nice,
If
children, and obedient and
be
year. The paper adds that the farm
check.
In
admined
You'd better do the things I say and take my good
Anotln r proof that the former manico are four times the value of all the mineral
copper, the
vice;
ager of t ie H. Massey Cigar company-ithe territory this year, including coal and
using the company's checks to
principal mineral productions of this commonwealth. Don't go with vulgar fractions, they are naughty and
graft unsuspecting bank cashiers and
low down;
Great is the husbandman nud long may he prosper and
And if you would bo proper don't go with a common that he intended to when he lett here,
multiply.
is that a dozen blank checks are miss-innoun;
from the back of the company's
And try to be impersonal, but do not be an "It;"
check book.
ANI SOUND ADVICK
And don't allow infinitives to ever do the split;
Realizing that a period of prosperity such as this He lovely to your teacher; she knows what she Is at;
SUMMER VACATION
country is now enjoying throughout its wide extent, is Kememher she gets sixty bones a month for, doing that.
futures,
IS ALMOST OVER
calculated to produce speculation, gambling in
society, O laughing little children on your way to school again.
and all Kinds of extravagance in all classes of
at large some When all you girls are women and all you boys are men,
SCHOOLS WILL OPEN FOR
the Wall Street Journal gives the country Premising
that Will your lessons he a pleasure, or will you sit' and pout. PUBLIC
advice which is both wise and timely.
TUESDAY
NEXT
TERM
FALL
prosperity forgets, the Journal itemizes the following And anxiously be walling for your life school t& bp out?
MORNING, AND PROSPECTS IN
you
Will
you
give
the
Teacher
honorable
mention
when
particulars:
DICATE A SUCCESSFUL YEAR.
?o
"1. The proper use of our prospe rity. Even a short
j
we were liv- To your last and long vacation? Mav God grant that it j
aware
that
painfully
we
ago
became
time
Practically everything is in readi
be so!
that
luxuries;
upon
feasting
were
we
ing too fast; that
ness for the opening of school. The
opening will he on Tuesday, September Offer to supply you with anything In
we were dissipating our strength with the recklessness And make you noble womenn and true mid lov'na: men,
ty
line, at prices that are fair and
childr-way
laughing
that,
school
our
little
Dear
:i
uiir
and the small boy is already count our
of a spendthrift and a drunkard. But it appears
square, and we are now making
again.
bequeathed
;
has
ho
has
vacation
lew
earth
the
The
hours
of
inexhaustible.
are
resources
eft and how he will enjoy them. The
us another fortune. Shall we forget all ai ."it our recent
j
many pai ens ot the city schools anil
experiences?
out
chil'lpn
who
of
have
their
been
atioti
"2. Abundance of wealth breeds
RELATION OF F.ORtSTS TO
he city on tl.eir vacation tri ps, have
and reckless gambling, with the whole train of attendant
returned ::nme, as most pi rents reu- liml?
of
evils. Shall we forget the lesson
rally like to have their children start $12 Refrigerators
HUMIDITY OF CLIMATE
$9
n time, and the children
to school
"3 Speculative inflation leads to over- - training ot
'
San Francisco Chronicle
hen'silv-ilisli'.e to he a few days $3.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
credit. The last time prices reached their present height
$8 China Tea Sets
$6
late.
the money market was strained almost to the breaking
1'lie reuilar repair work which has 40c China Salad Bowls
25s
point. Shall we forget the experience of 1H"2?
oon going on at the vaiious schools
Decorated Haviland China, a't 20
Whether forests have an Important influence upon luring
"4. We have had a period of 'social unrest.' That is
the summer has been finished. per cent discount.
'
moral
period
of
was
a
it
realit
In
It.
yet
we
is
question
satiscalled
old
an
what
climate
been
which has not
nd there will bo nothing to delay the
have
graft
business
in
25c
of
75c
awakening. The revelations
Glass Berry Sets
factorily settled, says the August bulletin of the Ameri- opening. In several of the buildings
some additions have been made to 35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
chnkon confidence in our financial leaders. There has can Geographical Society. Dr. Hennig gave an
address
make room lor the increased enroll $1.75 Decorated Lamps
been a loud cry for goverment regulation of the corpora$1.25
But If on the subject before the May meeting In Berlin of the ment and each building has been thor- $4.50 Decorated Lamps
inna ami fnr n hlsrbor standard of trusteeship.
$3.25
cleaned and otherwise put in
we are all making money, what matters it if there be vlo German Meteorological Society, In which he claimed only oughly
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
first
shape.
class
1904
lation of law? Shall we now forget the lessons of
40c
that dense forests favor moisture and prevent the dryThe city teachers' institute, which 50c Steam Egg Poachers
and 1905?"
$10.50
ing out of soils to a considerable extent, and adduced a has been in session for the past week $12.50 Buggy Harness
at the high school building will be
day,
depletion
of
number
where
coincidents
of
forests
other
the
the
brought to a close tomorrow night. The)
Some one writing to The Commoner the
said: "For the past ten days Toronto has been full of appears to be attended by drier conditions. According regular examination of teachers Is
annual con to Consul General Guuther of Frankfort, who has sum- now In progress, and that there are
union printers and their wives, the fifty-firs- t
many young women who desire
ention of the International Typographical Union being marized the address for the consular reports, Dr. Hennig totillbecome school ma'ams,
is evidenced
tn sPHHion. The nrlnters have come from every state
per iy the large number who are taking
and territory In the United States, and from every prov- said that the climate of Greece, where today only 16
the examinations.
ince in Canada. A few years ago the word printer was cent of the area is covered with forests, has become
Prof. J. E. Clark, the new superin
now.
writer
so
The
synonymous with liquor. It is not
drier. An Increase of temperature and decrease of rain tendent of the city schools, reports FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
has been here over a week, has met and communed with are noted, as compared with ancient times. This Is es- that the outlook for a successful year
upwards of 2,500 printers, and during his whole stay in pecially noteworthy In Attica, which was thickly covered Is very hi Ight.
Toronto has not seen one Intoxicated man. The organ- with forests about 3,000 years ago, and where hardly any
(No. 71 SC.)
ization of woman's auxiliaries and the introduction of
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
now
open
falls;
a
while
rain
heat
in
the
the
air
attains
typesetting machines have worked a change in the print
of the
ing fraternity that makes the feat of ALadin s lamp seem degree of Intensity that would make the indulgence ot
tame by comparison."
athletic soprts, once famous, now almost an impossibil- STATE NATIONAL BANK
ity.
At Aibuiiuerque, in the Territory of
Similar conditions exist In the peninsula of Sinai, New Mexico, at the close of business.
AGAINST
9TRONO BLOCK
where thousands of years ago the people of Israel found August L'5th, 1905.
.
Two movements of great importance have recently a luxuriant and fertilo country, though today it Is a
Resources.
beeu Inaugurated, which are of vital interest to every
Palmyra, also once a flourishing oasis In the Syrian
$2i;2,SSS.'jS
oans and Discounts
raiser and shipper of stock, and to every consumer of desert, presents today only a waste of stones and ruins. Overdrafts,
and
secured
meats in the United States, since the two movements In Mexico, where the Spaniards cut down the forests in
10.807.44
look to the delivery of stockmen and consumers out of the mountains, droughts changing to devastating floods U. unsecured
S. bonds to secure circu
SUPERINT NDENT8
packing house are now noticeable, especially in the neighborhood of
the rapacious hands of the
100.0d0.00
lation
FAIRVIEW AND SANTA BARtrust.
5,0tiS.75
remiunis on U. S. bonds..
the City of Mexico. In Algeria where, since the middle
The first movement is the effort by the Interstate of the last century, the forests have been cut down on Hanking house, furniture
BARA CEMETERIES
5,3f7.41
and fixtures
Commerce Commission to put the private car lints out a large scale, dry weather' has increased; and in Vene
Due
chief
National
from
hanks
oue
lines
the
have
since
been
of
business,
these
of
zuela the level of Lake Tacarlgua, to which Alexander
(not reserve agents) ....
6.254.13
instrumentalities by which the packing house vampires von Humboldt drew attention, has been lowered In conMONUMENTS.
Due from State banks and
have been able to gorge themselves on the hearts' blood sequence, it is said, of deforestation.
243.20
bankers
of stockmen as well as of every consumer of packing
Both 'Phones.
Due from approved reserve
house products.
agents
36.781.35
Second Street.
North
The second movement consists of a conceited action
Checks and other cash
for the establishment of packing houses to be operated
items
527.10
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
Notes of other National
in rivalry with the existing beef truBt. There are two
banks
1,230.00
buildings almost completed at a cost of $450,000 in the
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
Fractional paper currency,
Block yards district of Chicago, Intended for independent
701.50
nickels and cents
Drayin'
packing houses. Similar plants will be built In twenty
money reserve in
Lawful
other cities, including San Francisco, New York, Buffalo,
bank, viz:
FREIGHTS
Michigan and southwestern points. A third plant costCharming Editorial Retreat.
Specie
$18,713.45
ing $500,000 will be built also in Chicago immediately.
prepar
Legal tender
us once, you'll
Kditor Shepherd of the Alamogordo .News Is
You have
It is said the railroads have promised the independ- ing a haven of rest for his old age as is evident from the
10,217.00 28.930.45
notes
again.
Prices right;
call
any
necessary
fight
to
the following:
extent
Redemption fund with U.
ents help to almost
gougln".
no
there
ain't
S. treasurer t5 per cent
trust. There are also in the deal many wholesalers,
W. S. Shepherd is preparing to stock two ponds on
5,000.00
of circulation
great hotels and consumers of meat everywhere. It la his I .a I.uz canyon ranch with fish. Mr. Shepherd Is
Ey the Albuquerque Transfer Men
said the ramifications of the movement are enormous. making an Ideal ranch home of his La Luz property, hav
$4ti3,800.31
Total
The new plants are being built exactly like those in the ing planted over 500 selected apple trees, while he now
will be utilized, as this Is a contemplates putting several hundred prune trees out.
trust and all
Liabilities.
source of the greatest revenue to the big packers.
$100,ono.(iii
The character of the soil and climate of La Luz canyon Capita! stock paid in
is peculiarly adapted to the growing of fine apples and I'ndivided profits, less expenses and taxes paid ..
9.731.."0
The San Geronlmo celebration at Taos, September other fruits. Mr. Shepherd's fish ponds are supplied
bank, notes outNational
1, promises to be more Interesting and attracyears
wiih pure spring water and within a few
he will
John W. Abbott, Prop.
standing
loo.nun.oo
tive this year than ever. A daily program has been ar- own one of the most valuable fruit and fish ranches in Due
to other National
ranged for Indian games, dances and foot and pony races, New Mexico. Kl Paso Times.
Only thm
1,184.75
banks
in addition to which the Santa Fe band will be engaged
Due to state banks and
for the occasion and efforts are now making to secure
15.85
bankers
Relief for Fruit Shippers.
Meats, Butter and Eggs
Due to approved reserve
the carnival shows from the Territorial fair here. AmArmour is having his grip loosened on the
accommodathe
for
agents
1,231.02
ple arrangements have been made
109 North Second St.
ear Igisiness, in which he has enjoyed a large monop
tion of a large number of people and reduced rates of oly. Ho has been barred from the Gould lines, which Individual deposits subject
1,231.02
to cluck
transportation have been secured.
takes him out of this territory. He put the tariff on these Demand certificates of deyear
high
so
cars
shippers
howl
the
of the
made
last
that
posit
M4.47 4'i
"I had a running, Itching sore on
The Roswell Register last week was an issue ot the railroads uneasy. The Gould lines and many other
2.iisr,.uii
my leg.
Certified checks
Suffered tortures. Doan's
,i,.i,t.,..n niiiKtmted DageH. containing able and inter western lines will either
use their own cars, charging Cashier's checks outstandOintment took away the burning and
esting special articles on Hoswell and the great 1'ecos alone for the Icing, or secure some other Hup than Arm
42.'.r.
ing
itching instantly and quickly effected
valley. This issue not only is a very creditable demon- otir's. Grand Junction Sentinel.
C. W. Lenhart,,
permanent cure."
be
will
it
stration of the enterprise of the Register, but
$463,RH0.31
Total
Howling Green. Ohio.
Territory of New Mexico, County of
of almost incalculable benefit to the city and vailey, the
Bird That Fouls Its Nest.
Hen.aiillo ss.:
APPLY TO MRS. HEALD, 805
resources of which are so entertaingly and convincingly
K.
Curtis, special correspondent of the Chi
William
I, J. It. Herndon,
cashier of the EAST GRAND AVENUE., COLORADO
presented.
(ago Record Herald, has evidently stirred up a "hornets above named bank, do solemnly swear PHONE 62, (3 rings), FOR PRIVATE
nest" by his letters about New Mexico and Albuquerque that tl.e above statement Is true to INSTRUCTIONS IN SPANISH, ENG
President G. A. Richardson, of the Roswell
through the blurred glasses of Albu the heM of my knowledge and belief. LISH, LATIN AND FRENCH.
Club, has appointed the following "beet sugar com He don't see things
J. H. IllCUNDON', Cashier.
jaundiced
eyes of Hon. H. S. Rodey
or
the
qucrqueatiB
to
relative
mittee," which will have lu charge the work
Correct Attest :
COMING EVENTS
cry
of
hue
and
these
statehoodites
hence
rabid
the
Joint
startgetting the beet sugar industry in the Pacos valley
0. X. MAUKON,
tpot.
a
have
must
Mr.
Curtis
White
touched
tender
1. A. DYR,
ed: L. Ii. Tannehi!!, chairman; L. K. McGaffey, K. A.
September 1 "Old Maid's Convenjay a. liunns,
CahiMin, S. Totzek, J. W, Warren, W. 1'. Turner and J. Oaks Outlook.
tion." at Colombo hall.
"
'
Directors,
A. Graham.
September 8 and 4 The Mcintosh
Branching Out In Business.
Subscribed and sworn to before me Crowns vs. Santa Ke Centrals, at Trac1005.
August,
31st
this
of
dav
The Punlavy Mercantile company has outgrown it
tion park.
Three watermelons from Oklahoma, recently exhibW. N. Mehl'GlN, Notary l'ublic.
September 5 School begins, the
ited at the St Louis fair, weighed 3110 pounds, or an av- present quarters and to accommodate the trade and car
erage of 110 pounds each. Jerusalem! what a paradise ry a larger stock, they will erect a large wareroom near
Ilase ball at Traction park Sunday day after I.abor day.
September 8 The Bruno DIeckman
(he tracks and will put In a general line of hardware and and .Monday. Santa Ke Centrals vs.
that Oklahoma must be for "the brother in black!"
farming Implements. A. If. Harnett will associate him the Mcintosh Urowns. (lame will be concert.
September 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftCuba Is btruggllng along with a surplus of
el fwith the company In ihls undertaking and as soon called at 3:30 o'clock.
Territorial Talr.
building
Is completed the stock will be put in
as the
something entirely new In the
in the treasury
September 30 "Roinona," at the
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
place. Kstancla News.
Elks' opera house.
x
of Cuba, and an Impossibility under Spanish rule.
SUN. SEPTEMBER 23.

THE FALL KINKS
Longer coats wider collars and lapels
more
fullness than ever in the chest trousers
fuller
In the knees and front and less go on the side
vests cut slightly lower.
About the fabrics. The richest and most gentlemanly patterns that have yet appeared in the
garments.
Casslmeres, worsteds, Scotch cheviots, etc., etc.
These woolens come In plain colors, neat
s
and modest broken stripes.
You'll certainly be greatly surprised to learu
what $15.00, $18.00, $20.00 and $25.00 will do for
you here in buying a handsome, well cut and well
tailored Fall Suit
We're loaded with Fall Newness.
ready-for-servic- e

i

over-pla-ld-

M. MANDELL

!

F I X K C Li O T II I X a
OUR

SAGIi

Special Prices
On the Following

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

WOOD

W e Hereby Agree
To furnish you a better tooth powder than you ever used. Buy a 25
cent bottle of our ANTISEPTIC TOOTH POWDER and if you don't
find It the best dentifrice you ever used, if it doesn't please you perfectly, let us know and get your money back. No argument, no misunderstanding, no unpleasantness; your money back and no questions
asked if you are not suited.

M. BRSGGS & GO.,
PROPS.
ALVARADO

BOTH PHONX8

We give on
--

durable

see

Notice how long it keeps its

how

finish.

free from all

and

THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH

ROSENFIELD
1
TH10 I'AM'N

JmOKK

Bacmuso He Is

The Man You Can Trust
Bargains in unredeemed diamonds. .The largest
tablishment In the southwest.

118 RAILROAD AVENUE

'jU.'l.i,.

pawnbroker's

es- -

5

Next to St. Elmo

Large new stock just in.

.

Everybody welcome to look throuah
our large three-floo- r
repository.
3

1

Bet

Try it and

ESSBSESS

EN

'

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
high-grad- e

...VEHICLES

AND

HARNESS

J. KORBER &

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

WHOLESALE

City Market

I

it is.

work?

Imperial Latrndsy Co
'RED WAGONS"

UNDERTAKERS

'

and COLO AVE.

specks or wrinkles.

BEEF TKUST

201-21-

our laundry

We turn out linen, white as snow

STRONG'S SONS

blood-thirst-

PHARMACY

lit STREET

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

o. w.

dos-ent-

YARD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Qrn
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lima.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 4&

We

over-spec-

COAL.

Is chock full of coal that will gladdM
your heart and warm your hooM
when Its cold. Fill your bins tec
next winter now and avoid the rath.
LOOK American Block coal, the best GaUa
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coaj

s

ini & Eakin

GO

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive Airents for Yel'owsions
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon W hite Seal Champagne, St. Louis A.
H C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Hottled Heers, and owners and
catalogue and
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey.199. Writ Tor our illustrated
Salesroom Hi South First itree.
price list. Automatic Telephone
Alliuqueraue New Mexico.
--

Furniture
Bargains.

We are now open for business, with
second-hanline of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
the Gleckler building.
a new and

"AMBULANCE"
THE SICK OR INJURED.
Prompt Service Day or Night.
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Automatic, 147.
Colo. Phone, 7C
FOR

MOVING

IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD.

O. DINSDALE

Highland Livery
STABLE
BoardIng Horses a Specialty

M. DRAGOIE

Notice.
Gussaioff succeeds the firm of
DHALER IN
this Wednesday,
H. Massey & Co.,
outAugust 30. He will collect all
standing accounts due the undersign- Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, Sn4
R. MASSUY & CO.
ed firm.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
o
No. $00 North Broadway.
A social will be given by the Intermediate Christian Endeavor, at the
Comer Waaningtoo Avenue.
Commercial club, September 1. Ice
Albuquerque,
New Me tie.
cream and cake, 15 cents.
M.

General Merchandise

f RIDAY,

SEPT.

2,900,000

ALKUQUEHQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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GRAND PARADE ON

POUNDS

ALBUQUERQUE

OF CLEANED WOOL

For Spring Season.
P

PRIZES

LIBERAL

5,000,000

FLOATS

FOR

EXCITEMENT

A grand street parade wKl be one of
Terthe features of the Twenty-fiftritorial fair. It will occur on the forenoon of Thursday, Albuquerque day,
and will be one of the most elaborate
displays of flowers, brass and tinsel
ever seen in the southwest. Two brass
bands will render martial music,
while many beautiful floats, each vie-lowith the others for the cash prizes
offered by the fair association, numerous private turnouts,, the city fathers in carriages, the city fire department and a wide diversity of vehicles follow in the procession .
For the best float the fair association has offered a cash prize of $3J.
For the second best float $23.
Hest decorated private vehicle $23.
Second best private vehicle $13.
Hest decorated float by secret society or lodge $50.
Second best float by secret society
or lodge $23.
P. F. McCanna has charge of the
parade and the reputation Mr. McCanna has established by successes
on former occasions assures the success of this pageant feature of the
HALLINA MORGAN WINS IN
'.
fair.
prizes
very
The
liberal
are
offered
GREAT RACE AT GALESBl'RG
and well worth trying for, especially
in the case of the lodges, as it will be
SIX THOUSAND PEOPLE CHEER an excellent advertising feature. This
NEW
MEXICO
MARE TO VIC- parade business should be given the
TORY IN HOTEL STAKE STRAN- immediate attention of all concerned.
GER O. TIED.

The Albuquerque Wool Scouring
mills will close a ve:y successful season's run on next Tuesday, .lames
Wilkinson, mananer of the mills, said
of the
this morning that the clean-us
spring clip, which lias been In
night and day for the past four
months, amounted to 2,;oo,0o0 pounds,
75.0(i(l pounds more than was cleaned
at the Albuquerque mills last year for
the same season. The wool this year
Is of much longer fiber and After than
last year, and it has been plowing noticeably belter for several years. Trie
wool clip from flocks owned by natives Is especially better, and Mr.
Wilkinson accounts for this by the
fact that, the native shep men are
taking more interest in late years in
improving their flocks.
The fall clip will begin coming In
shortly and the (all inn of the scouring mills- - will begin October 1. Mr.
Wilkinson estimated that the fall run
of the mills would amount to approximately l.SDO.ooi) pounds, making a
cleanup for tlie year of practically
0,000,000 pounds.

a Morgan, owned by Joe

The excitement

THE

of this city, proved the sensation

event on the program.
The plucky little mare won her race
In three straight heats. Time, 2:141,a,
2:10'i and 2:ls'4- - There were tour
oiluv starters, but accounts of the
race show that the Albuquerque mare,
driven by Trainer F. A. Frost, won
with case. Frost is spoken of as having driven a magnificent race.
Yesterday at the Galeshurg meeting, Stranger O. was tied for first
place in the 2:0!) pace and this tie
i
was scheduled to be run off this
noon.
The great western trotting and pne-incircuit, of which the Galeshurg association is a member, draws some
of the fastest horses in the country
and hangs up the largest purses.
When this is taken Into consideration,
It can be seen that the St. Elmo stable
has in its string some of the bdst
bred horses In the count ryi
Mr. llainett is now at Galeshurg
with Tils horses and Is not In the city
as hus been stated. Next week he will
take .hia. horses to Lincoln, Neb.
where they will be raced.
af-te-

g

F. A. HUBBELL MAKES
BIG SALE OF LAMBS
SELLS BETWEEN 17,000 AND 18,000
FOR A SUM SAID TO BE CLOSE
TO $50,000.

Frank A. Huhhell. of this city, one
of the most extensive sheep raisers
of New Mexico and whose sheep
range in southwestern Socorro county
has just affected a sale of lambs born
this spring. The animals are to be
de.ivereu in October at the railroad
station at Magdalena and will num
be.- - between seventeen
and eighteen
thousand head.
The lambs are now in prime condi
tion and it is expected will be in still
better shape at the time of the deliv
ery and will then average between
sixty-fivAl
and seventy pounds.
though the pi ice has not been made
public, it i:-- understood to be over
four cents per pound. Even at four
cents the sale will bring Mr. Huhhell
the handsome sum of about $50,000.
e

AT THE CASINO

The Wade Musical company drew

another one of those big houses at the
Casino last night. The pretty opera
"Fernanda" formed the leading part
of the program. Miss Hutchison and
Mr. Wade, with other members of the
company, appearing
strong in the
leading characters, while Mr. Taylor

and Miss Kitty Nice sang beautifully.
There was the same pleasing "Zobo"
band and the usual numerous appearances of this unique musical organization demanded by the enthusiastic
Miss Nice
audience with applause.
received three curtain calls on her
song, "The three back seats for smokers."
"Fernanda" will be the bill the remainder of the week.

So far fls they go, Schilling's
Best take doubt and difficulty
out of getting your table
6upplies.

"York State Folks."
There were mutual greetings at the
Elks' o'x-r:- i
house last night. "York
State Folks" were greeted by a very
will filled house, and the audience
was greeted
with a performance
which exceeded Its fondest hopes.
Those who have seen "Down East," a
pastoral pby of enviable success,
would readl.v i .cognize "York Stare
Folk.i" as its ri.u.iterpart.
Every member of this company is
an artist. Especially was last night's
laU'lienci- ill awn to the principals, Marion Cooper, C:i:ifi"terized by Adel-bee- t
Knott. Simon Peter Martin, by
I.. J. I.oriiig, a d Jennie Cooper, by
Miss Khea .Vivm.

Miis Acton's .ill,- - earri.'d her into
many ukwunl mol difficult situations,
but she cleared tli'in cleverly, and
"York State Folks'' as given last night
was tears and finik'E from beginning
to end. The author used a wide diversity of characters, many human
dispositions, in his composition of the
play, and It Is o.ulie thoroughly interpreted by this company.

B.os., Correspondents for Logan
& Bryan. Harnett Building.
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Erie, common
Erie, first
Louisville & Nashville
.Missouri Pacific
Metropolitan
Mexican Central
New York Central
Norfolk
Heading, common
Pennsylvania
Rock Island, commort .....'.
Hock island, ptd
Republic iron & Steel, com.
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd.
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal & Iron
Texas P'.citlc
Union Faclfle, common
U. S. S., common

.If. S.

4!)

82Vi
1

ltSi
.115V

.142'i
.

32Vi

.

7'J

.

20 U
88
651.'

.
.

.17S.i
34
80
. 35
130
3t
103
21
.
.

pfd

Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
Wisconsin Central, common
Wisconsin Central, pfd
Western Union
IT. S. Leather, common
O. & W., common
Greene Copper

48 14

104
128
23

....
,

?1
29

58"i
!t3;4

42
53
24 !4

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Sept. 1. Cattle Receipts,
2,500; market steady; good to prime
Steers. S5.5U(Q 6.&0: noor to mprlhim
$4g5.25; stockeis and feeders, $2.25
?M.2o;
cows, $2.25!ff4.50;
heifers,
$2.25?j5; canners, $1.50ri 2.40; bulls,
$2.204i4: calves. ts.TAifanzTom
fed steers, $3.504.G0; western steers,
-

s.auKj a.
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In " Queen QtiAlity" Shoes the
empfusis comes on the tvord
"Fir." "Queen Quality" fits
the foot
others do sometimes

yesterday
g

THE

of

T, STAGG CO.,

GEO.

A.

DISTILLERS
FRANKFORT, KY.'

Albuquerp,

New

AUTOMATIC

1

Jy'

t""''

LD

nSr

J

J

ftl

ytfri-

Hit

PHONE

Established

In

1882.

F. G. PRATT & CO.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekin & Co' s Coffees, lm- Doden's Granite Flour. , .
AND
STAPLE
FANCY GROCERIES
214 South Second Street.

Satisfying Shoes

I

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited
.Free Delivery
REDUCED PRICES

Fit

rv

B.

...

s

"ti.,

-

C0PP,

F.
Buom

D.

D.

N. T. Armijo

Bldg.

We

GOLDEIi

S.

Much

fncrHon

lnure

p. m.

proper classification ads for this column must be In the cilice before 3 o'clock
Ads phoned receive the same careful attention that is given toads brought loolllce.

SALESMEN WANTED
salesmen
the
For teveral rtai ly
kind no salary oiler would ordinarily interest we have
We kuow ut men nlio are
very attractive openings.
earning trom ii.ouo tu f 5,000 annually, simply eelhnft to
dealers for a Wite ana well known manufacturer a
well advertised staple To any successful salesman who
is nowtellinor a ire n era line and who r.in handle a
profitable and attractive aide liae, an excellent proposition will also

le made

HAPCOOOS (Inc.),

Brokers
Brain Louto

VI J Chemical building.

of demonstrating this.
I

Cenr Per Word for

On

ask the pleasure
We

Evening Citizen Wants!
To

Style

Reputation

a transfusion of excellencies
each the better for the other, and you
find them all in ' Queen Quality." It is the one shoe that has absolutely
satisfied over a million critical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.

1

'

s

If the word "Satisfaction" can ever be applied to shoes,
it is to "Queen Quality." "Queen Quality" Shoes give you
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e
of all the virtues.

m

on Dental Work. Plates, $3.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Fillings,
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted with,
out pain, 50c. All guaranteed.

was

Kslavio Vigil, county superintend
ent, was sitting In his office eon vers
ing with a Mend. 'When asked what
he Intended to do, Mr. Vigil said:
'Well, I am waiting. But then I do
not Intend to turn over my office until
I am ordered by the court to do so
I reasurer
Hubbell was not In hi
office, but J." J.' Sheridan, deputy col
lector and treasurer was there. Mr
Sheridan declined to majie any state
ment.
Official Findinqs and Orders.
The following Is the finding, decia
ion and executive order In the case
against Thomas S. Hubbell:
Executive Office Santa Fe. N. M.
In the matter of the charges against
Thomas S. Hubbell, sherifT of Berna
illlo county, before the governor of
New Mexico findings and decision
This matter having been heretofore
submitted to me upon the charges
made, the answer of respondent, the
evidence presented, and the oral argu
nients and written briefs of counsel
alter careful examination and consid
eration, I find that the said Thomas
S. Hubbell is guilty of all of said
chaiges except those numbered 1 to
o, and 5 to 10, inclusive, which are
not proved, and that his continuance
in his oflice would make it impossible
for me to discharge the duty imposed
upon me ly the legislation of con
Kress, that I "shall take care that the
laws be faithfully executed."
w nerejore. in virtue of the
power
and authority vested by law In me a
governor of New Mexico, I do hereby
vacate the commission of the said
nomas S. Hubbell as sheriff of the
county of Bernalillo, in the territory
01 iew Mexico, and I do hereby re
move mm from nis said oflice.
Done at tne executive office, this.
the 31st day of August, A. D. 1905.
Witness my hand and the great
seal or the territory of New Mexico,
MIGUEL A. OTERO.
Governor of New, Mexico.
iiy tne Governor:
J. V. RAYNOLDS, Secretary of New

Jfi

Mf
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Mexico
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Some Special Style

SOLE AGENTS.
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BOTTLED IN BONL.

SL'BDLED

tL

WANTED.

WANTED rhree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED Position by girl of 15 taking care of child or assist in liKht
housework.
Address 207
West
Gold avenue.
WANTED To Imy second-hantent
or exchange Acorn heater for same.
'.t.r)7 North Eighth stieet.
WANTED Itisition as tookkeeper.
or general oflice work. Rest of ref
erences. Address, (. O. Ostendorf,
bio West Copper avenue.
WANTED Man who is handy with
tools and who understands the care
of horses. Steady joh for the rlsht
man. Address. J. 1$. Dlock. Jcmez
Hot Springs, N. M.
WANTED A girl fur general housework. Call. Mrs. Harry Johnson,
214 Silver avenue.
WANTED At once, a night miller and
night engineer; hotli must he relia
ble, capable and sober. Wages. 12.50
per day. The John Becker company, Belen, N. M.
WANTED
Carpenters. Apply John
Hart. 624 South First street.
WANTED Dining room glil, at Rob-

FOR RENT Apartments
in Park
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
equipment
throughout.
modern
H.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
RENT
FOR
Most desirable rooms
in city, single or enaulte, with table
board. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two large store rooms,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Lead avenue.

RULE DRY GOODS GO.

w

Stop and Think
for a moment What would be tha use
of Inviting you to our store if we did
not have the right

few?

Floor Coverings

FOR SALE Nino hole. Home Comfort range. Inquire at 410 South
Edith street.
FOR SALE Chicken ranch with 300
chickens, fruit and garden; desirable location. Address A. J. M., care
Citizen office.
FOR SALE Nine hole Home Comfort
rnge. inquire at 416 3ou:n Edith
FOR SALE Two fine residence lota,
close in. Address, P. O. Box 11,
city.
FOR SALE Saddle pony.
Inquire
115 South Sixth street.
FOR SALE Two snaps in real estate.
Lot 3, in Block 29, of Hunlng's
Highland addition, 400.00. Lots 7,
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lall's
addition. This is one of the finest
building sites in that part of the
city, and if sold quick can be bad
M. P. STAMM.
for $800.00.

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, so we make sure
t0 "v
it)
. .1
.

Carpets an J Rugs
that you can find no fault with
price you cannot criticise.

Albert Faber,

305 Railroad Avenge

WA

Af

SOUTHWESTERN

&

ELECTRIC

CONSTRUCTION

fi

TED

1

.

Plants
Of F.very Description
Agents for the
Dynamos

Crocker-Wheel-

and Motors

tore and Residence Wir-in- "
a Specialty. All Work
Fully (iiiartinteeil.
Agents for the Celebrated
"GYROFANS"

1

;

CO.

Electrical
Pumping

d

.T.-'-

M

LOST.

LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
A
strawberry roan mare, white face,
erts' restaurant.
WANTED Energetic man to solicit
four white feet, mane clipped short,
long tail; $20 reward and no quesinsurance among shop men; life, actions .asked, if returned to J. W.
cident and health In our policy. ColMcQuade. 234 North Walter street
lections protected by railway company. Excellent opening for right
man. Call or address, Conservative
Life Insurance company, 113 Kail-roaWonder why peopla worry this hot
WANTED Gentlemen's second-hanweather, when they should placa
clothing. No. 616 South First street, their troubles with us. We secure posouth of viaduct. Send address and sitions as well m find positions.
WANTED.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
We are still doing business at the
same number. We want your bust
MALE HELP WANTED.
ness and guarantee to give satlsfae
Learn telegraphy and railroad ac tion. Give us a trial.
counting; $.r0 to $100 a month salary
WE WANT AT ONCE
assured our graduates
under bond. Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
Our six schools the largest in Amer- cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 chamica and endorsed l.y all railroads. bermaid, 2 men to take charge of
Write for catalogue. Morse School of houses. 1 man to wash wagons:
Telegraphy, Cincinna'i, Ohio; Buffalo, teamsters, logmen, swampers, labor-N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga .; La Crosse. Wis .: ers, etc.
Texarkana, Texas, an San Francisco,
FIFTEEN
Cal.
First-clas- s
carpenters ship to Call- fornia.
FOR RENT
TWENTY
ship east!
FOR KENT Sunny tront room, with Mexicans -- railroad work
hon.d in private family; Highlands,
4'it; North Arno street.
Employment
FOR KENT Cottages, al! furnished The Southwestern
for housekeeping. Hest climate In
AGENCY
New Mexico.
Dally mall to Albu195 Red
Upstairs.
querque.
Address, J. li. Block, Phone
110 South Second street.
Jcmez Hot Splines. N. M.
FOR KENT Ijirge, airy rooms, for
"I)i ip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
housekeeping, corner of Sixth street hi tter cook with safe gaa.
and Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms.
very desireable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR KENT Four rom brick house,
between Second and Third strets,
on Tijerus avenue. Inquire ot Frank
d

have the sole right of sale.

FOR SALE.

Sheen Receipts. 6.000: market was
steady: good to choice
.Mexico.
5.40; fair to choice .mixed ti PRiff)
In the other two cases, the findings
4.75; western sheep. $55.40; native
and orders are similar, except, that in
lambs, $5.504j8; western lambs, $6
the case against Frank A. Hubbell
7.85.
they say.
I find that the said Frank A. Hub
Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo.. Sent. 1. Cattl-e- bell Is guilty of each and all of said
Receipts, 3,000; market steady; native charges, and that his continuance in
office would make it impossible for
steers, $4 6.10; southern
steers, hU
me to discharge the
duty Imposed
$2.75(g3.75;
southern cows, $1.75fr upon
mo iiy the legislation of con
2.50; native cows and heifers. tl.TBGi'
gress,
that I "shall take care that the
5; stockers
anil
feeders. I2.75fi4:
bulls, $2fi"3.23: calves, $3f(6; western laws be faithfully executed."
in the case against Eslavio Vigil
steers, $3,251
western cows, :iey
say:
$1.75Sj 3.50.
"I hnd that, the said Eslavio Vigil
Sheep Rifelpts,
l.OoO;
market is guilty
of each and all of said
strong;
muttons. $ i.35(?( 5.50 ; lambs, cuarges,
and that his continuance in
7. 1';
run 120 weihers, $1.5oft
his
office
would make It imiiossihle
"; K ewe.-- , $:; r.o ji 4.S5.
lor me to discharge the duty Imposed
upon
me
t.y
Tne legislation of
FRUITS
AND
con
VEGETABLES,
FHFSH EVEUv r)AY AT MALOY'S gress, that I 'shall take care that the
laws i,e faithfully executed.'"
'Mother was lucky" papa bought a
MEET KNIGHT's""mIDNIGHT SUN
tas range.
SEPTEMBER 23.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIONIfiHT RUN
The territorial fair its comin';
SEPTEMBER 23.
You'll see who keeps things rollin'
IVES, THE FLORIST.
then
Ail haulin, sprinklin' will'he done
Freh Cut Flower.
Hy the AlluKiuerqiie
Transfer men.
Scrofula, salt rheum, ehvsinrlas and
Ii:i-e
other distressing eruptive diseases
hall at Traction park Sunday
Vipl.l nilifL-lmwl ml-Tl- l o nrn
in
and Monday.
Santa Fe Centrals vs.
cleansing, purifying power of Hurdock the Mcintosh Browns. Came will he
called at 3:30 o'clock.
feiooa miters.
Mae hall at Traction nark Sunrlav
ami Monday.
Santa Fe Centrals v.
tile MfllltO)! ItrOU'llD
(uno uil I.e.
Ttotter.
Be 4'ian Hares,
called at 3:0 o'clock.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
Fro:!cpn,
light housikeepiii', with electric
CHEESE.
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.
Oysters,
For camp and picnic. Convenient,
lUiita. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Ruth-eriorFresh Salmon,
Bodily pain loseg Its terror if you've
corner Broadway & Iron, delicious, unsurpassed In Tavor.
Youiik Turkey,
Miniature Cream,
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Kclectrlc Oil
same block Congregational church.
Spring Ducks,
Xeufchatel,
in the house. Instant relief in cases
FOR RENT From one to five nicely
Broilers.
FromaKe de Brie,
of burns, cuts, sprains, accidents of
turrilshed rooms for
houseDon't forget to ask for your piano
keeping; also ranch of tei or thirty
any sort.
Canienhert,
tickets.
acres, with four-rooCun be obtained only from the
bouse, furWHO ARE THE KNIGHTS7
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Norrls, 524 John street
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
FOR RENT One nicely furnished
the nea.
room. 214 South Walter street.
1

nvt
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WHISKEY

Albu-quoiqu- e

WOOL

New York, Sept. 1. The market today closed lower all around, while the
decline was not as severe and as
as yesterday, but It reflects
some liquidation and a bearing element.
( all money rates
were somewhat
firmer and the tendency was toward
an unsettled maiket. Trade, generally speaking, is In a nervous and unsettled state. This fact is quite apparent to the bear traders, who are
taking every advantage of 'it.
In the late trading the entire list
sold off quite shhrply and the market
closed practically at the bottom. Quo
tations:
Amalgamated Copper
S2'4
. .... i
f
oiigar
4
inn
S!)
Atchison, common
1(15
Atchison, pfd
111
Baltimore &. Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid T:ansit
t8s
: . . 43
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Chicago, Great Western, com.... 21

CELEBRATED

THE

O. F. C.

llubbell,
Sheriff T. S. Hubbell and County Superintendent Of Schools Eslavio Vigil,
has quieted down. The removal, however, was the chief topic of conversation on the streets today and much
speculation Is being Indulged In as to
what the final outcome will be,
The newly appointed olllcials received their commissions last night.
The commissions were sent to
by a private messenger of
the governor, and today they were
busy securing their bonds.
Perfecto Arniijo, who has been appointed to succeed Sheriff T. S. Hub-belwho was removed,
announced
this afternoon that he had secured
his liond. The signers are Jesus M.
Sandoval, of Cor. ales, and Andres
Romero, the Gold avenue butcher. Mr.
Arniijo does not take up the duties
of the sheriff's office entirely unacquainted with them, as he was appointed sherifT of Uernalillo county In 18S1
to fill out the unexpired term of an official who had been removed. He was
then elected sheriff for three consecutive terms. Later, he served as assessor for one term and has served
as a member of the board of aldermen of the city of Albuquerque.
A. R. SI roup, the new superintendent, informed a Citl.rn reporter this
afternoon that he would furnish a
surety company bond for the approval
of the board of county commissioners.
Mr. St roup has served as superintendent of the city schools, and just recently resigned.
Justo R. Arniijo, the newly appointed treasurer, it is announced, will
also furnish a surety bond. Mr. Arniijo has held offices of trust in Bernalillo county before. He has served
as probate clerk, county commissioner
and his last political office was that of
postmaster of Albuquerque.
All Quiet at Court House.
A Citizen reporter visited the court
house this aftorifbon. Sheriff Hubbell
was at wo k in his oflice and there
was no outward evidence of any sort
to Indicate that anything out of the
ordinary hnd taken place. Mr. Hubbell stated that he did not know what
the outcome would be.
"I don't know, but I expect the now
sheriff will probably visit the court
house In the morning anil demand that
the office be turned over to him," said
Mr. Hubbell. Further than this, he

MARKETS

at the opening day's races on Tuesday of the U.eat Western Trotting
HOCK - MONEY
METAL
and Pacing meet at Galeshurg, 111.
Six thousand people cheered IheNew
Mexico mare to victory in the Hotel
pacers, the chief Closing quotations Received
stake for

caused

Treasurer and Collector F.

g

Bar-net- l

ENTIRELY

by the decision of Governor Otero
the removal from ottlce

pro-pres-

I i all in

'

RECEIVE COMMISSIONS

Elaborate Display of Expected That Tomorrow
Flowers, Brass and Tinsel
Ousted Officers Will be
Ever Seen in Southwest
Asked to Vacate.

querque Scouring Mills

CLEAN-I-

DAY

Most

Has Been the Work' of Albu-

PROBABLE
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page

See theni in European
Hotel lestllUI'UUt
MEMBER

We cive Ticket

tor the

I'iitrm

'nti'et

216 S. SECOND ST.

NATIONAL

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATIQN

The Colorado Telephone Company.
Koom 18, N. 1.

Armio Building.

you realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.
Do

MODERN

Viyy

A'J- -

The only Lonj Distance Transmitters an J Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

F.VKNINO

AIJIU5UEHQUK
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THE EVENING CITIZEN
Pnhllthtd Dally and Weekly by

The Citizen Publishing Company
Toftofllc for trnmllon through th
swond clui matter.
mailt

tntem) t

openings at Van Houten. about
miles southwest of Raton. The
Houten plant dates from 1902,
the PlossburR rdant from 1903.
former has electric haulage, the
latter the tailrope system; In hot'fl operations the maximum possible use
Is made of gravity.
These lines now served by a branoh
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railway, will have similar ronneetlons
with a new railroad 120 miles In
length, to be oonstrtirted b.v the St.
Ixmls, Rorky Mountain & Faciflc railway company.
The company's mlneial property
contains 1S4.470 acres of coal land, In
fee simple, and coal Hunts and surface
necessary for mining In 314.300 acres.
The area controlled, about 800 square
as large again as
miles, Is
all of the anthracite coal regions of
Pennsylvania and five times as large
as the entire Connollsvllle basin. This
property Is the largest body of coal
land under one ownership In the United Slates.
The roal lies In horizontal seams,
mostly from 5 to 13 feet thick, nnd Is
mined by audits and entries along the
seams into the mesas or foothills. The
mines are dry and

CITIZEN.

drift
ton
Van
and
The

The I. as Vegas Plues added another scalp to their long line 6f victories yesterday by defeating the Santa
Fe Centrals by a score of 11 to 4. Cable and ISrown were In the points for
the Mines and Newmler and Slssler
of the Western league, served for the
Ancients. The Centrals started out
strong but finished weak.

SEPT.

1, 1905.

AUTO 'PHONE 451

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

thaj.
There - one thing, however,
careful COIV
this writer has ""l nkonIs the
railroad
slderatlon of. and that
ball
The present rate that base
rates
CunToni
(earns have to pay is almost prohlbl-tlvof the sport. If the Santa Fe
would condescend to place the traveling rates of base ball teams to one
Official Paper of Borrtiilillo County
cent a mile a league even larger than
the four towns mentioned would be
AtiociatN) Pri Aftwnoon OitpttchM.
Santa Fe Centrals will go Into feasible.
The
Largft City am) County C:rculatfi.
Sunday's game here with the McinTh tara;it Nw MmIco Circulation.
lirowns with a battery from the YESTERDAY'S RESULTS IN
tosh
Largest Northern A rljona Circulation.
Western hiapue. This Is one point in
THE MAJOR LEAGUES
favor of the prospect for a good game.
The Drowns 'have not been altogether
TERMS or SUBSCRIPTION:
National League.
Idle this week and if practice has any('
Paily br mail, on year in advance
R. II. E.
At New York
thing to do with good ball, this Is anftaily by mail, on month
8 12 0
other point in favor of the prospect Philadelphia
WaeVly by niait. on year
6
9 2
for some good sport. If the Browns New Y'ork
RH. E.
approaching
r of
the
PittBbu:g
At
cithc
in
lose
per
month
Dally by Carrier, OOc
2
6 1
games with the Santa Fe Centrals, as Pittsburg
1
8 2
playing, it may St. Louis
ranged
of
result
the
The Kvunino Citi7f.n will b delivered in the
R. H.E.
a ease like the "governor" and the
Gaine
Second
lie
wi
lty at th low rat of 20 rent per n'k, or for
10 14 2
son, they may be cut Pittsburg
Look Out
nta per month, when pui'l monthly.
6 11 0
This is food St. Louis
supporters.
by
the
off
Cutlery
get
you
can
Also look where
thought.
for
stay
sharp.
will
Is
and
Western League.
advertising Rates Made Kdcad on Application that
We have the exclusive agency for
R. H.E.
At Puebl- oThe Traction park ball field has
&
T.
1
Hessenbruch
13 P
the world famed
been put In superb condition, thanks Sioux City
will confer a fnvor by notifying us
feubscril
you
sell
can
therefore
3
9 4
Co.
Cutlery
and
Albuiiier-nuPueblo
of
the
paper.
good
services
ery
of
the
to
any
the
immediately on
R. H. E.
the very sest Cutlery at prices you
At Denver
Transfer company. The diamond
Remember all 'has been
kind.
9 1
cheap
pay
for
the
to
be
should
addressed
skinned and gardens mowed, Denver
remittance
All letters and
guaranteed.
are
1
6 2
goods
these
Joseph
very
St.
but
fast,
is
field
Irnfui.
CmrANr.
whole
nnd the
The CmN
R. H. E.
Pocket knives, such as you pay -- a the Santa Fe p avers will not be hanAt Des Moines
checVu. poii.iflice and exprefa money orders
25 to 50 cents.
3 8 1
mupt b md iyal: to th order of the to 75 cents for, here for
by this' fact. The Traction I' s Moines
$1.00 dicapped
2
6 4
Razors, a very fine one, at
Omaha
down
not
is
company, ,
it
but
is
fast,
park
field
1 25
A two dollar razor for
hill.
1 75
American League.
The finest made for
OUn TILt'MONII
0 4
25
4 inch
Cleveland
yesterday
Scissors,
papers
of
Paso
El
The
Rr.ll
I"
Automatic 183.
8
2
30 herald the breaking of date by the Philadelphia
Scissors, four and a half inch...
R. H.
35 I. as
At St. Louis
Scissors, five Inch
Vegas lllues with southern
8
2
40 teams, and they do it with n flavor of St. Iouis
Scissors, six Inch
3 7
35 sarensm,
Shears, seven and a half Inch..
VAST COAL BEDS
News saying "seemingly Boston
the
R. H.E.
45 the southern trip was abandoned be
At Chicago
Shears, eight and a half Inch
2
6 0
Very best butcher knives, six
cause a much more profitable one was Chicago
0 1 1
Washington
IN RATON DISTRICT inch
40 offered north out of
Vegas."
The
R. H.E.
50
At Detroit
Best razor straps -- t 25 and
Blues play In Silverton, Co.o., on the Detroit.
10 2d, 4ih
'5 12 1
Glr.s; itltcrc, goid quality
and 5th.
0 5 3
New York
AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
Largest Holdings Under One
STORE
Four of the Colts have signed with
American Association.
122 North Second Street.
the Browns and will make the trip
At Kansas City
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
to Albuquerque. The Jacobys, Ahern
Ownership In United
2
.
and itneinnnrx compos" uii iimuon'-- Kansas City
6
Bent Her Double.
With these players the Browns are Louisville
States
At St. Paul First Game
In the
"I knew no one for four weeks, when
finish
at
the
to
be
close
sure
6
I wn",fl"k w'in typhoid fever and kidtournament. El Paso St. Paul
ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter, Albuquerque
2
Toledo
of PittMhurg, Pa,, "and when I got bet- News.
OUTPUT IS TWO MILLION TONS ter. althniiKh I hnd one of the best docSecond Game
4
and
tors I could get, I was bent double,
The Raton Reporter advocates a St. Paul
hnd to rest my hands on my knees New Mexico base ball league, includ Toledo
0
when I wnlked. From this terrible afAt Minneapolis
ing the towns of Raton, Las Vegas,
I was rescued by Electrto bitThe Engineering and Mining Jour fliction
0
ters, which restored my health and Santa Fe and Albuquerque and makes Minneapolis
nal has an Illustrated write up of the strenirth, and now I
n walk a
2
favor of it. Ap- Columbus
coal properties in the Raton district, Btra1i;ht as ever. They are simply won a strong argument inhas
made a careparently the writer
Guaranteed to 'ure atomncn
Colfax county, acquired from the Max- derful.
Soothing and Cooling.
and kidney disorders; at all drug' ful study of the project, for he says:
well Land company by the St. Louis, liver
gists. Price &.
The salve that heals without a scar
"With an average attendance of two
Rocky Mountain Ai Pacific railway,
hundred persons per game an eight la De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. No
which is building a tailroad from the
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER ARE
limit league remedy effects such speedy relief. It
eastern boundary of the territory, at THE WORST MONTHS FOR CHICK hundred dollar salary with
Inflammation, soothes,
maintained,
the paid draws out
be
could
lies Moines. Union county, on the Co- EN CHOLERA.
INTERNATIONAL
twenty-fivcools and heals all cuts, burns atid
lorado & Southern, to Elizabelhtown, POULTRY FOOD WILL CURE THAT admissions ranging from
A sure cure for piles and
fifty cents per game, as the rail- bruises.
Colfax county. The following is taken DISEASE.
PACKAGE CON- - to
DeWltt's Is the only
Bkin diseases.
four
these
between
connections
road
from this article:
12
FOWLS
TAINS 100 FEEDS FOR
that tra- genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware
The company has In operation two PRICE REFUNDED IF IT FAILS. E named cities are so arrangedvery
sninll of counterfeits, they are dangerous.
veling expenses would be
new and
coal mining W. FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
In comparison with that of several Sold by all druggists.
plants; one with a single drift, opening at Blossburg, four or five miles
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT other minor leagues which are now WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
flourishing with the same salary limwest of Raton; another with three SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
one-hal-
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Examination Free

e

A

Full Set of Teeth

o.oo

f

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

$6.00
for

22-Kar-

Crown

Gold

at

Dr. Wolfe, of Kansaa City, will be
additional Chair
An
in assistance.
will be added to the office.

-

and

Upward

Fillings

tor

ROOM 12 N. T. ARMIJO BUILD1NO

for Sharpers

e

non-de-

THE BIG TERRITORIAL

NEW MEXICO,

ALBUQUERQUE,

SEPTEMBER

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 1905

Watch for the Volcano
Eruption in the
SANDIAS

MOUNTAINS

Monday Night. September 18

d

IT'S WOMAN'S GREAT GAME
BY CYNTHIA

,

GREY.

Written Especially for The Citizen:
fmp ever swg or renlemi)Prs anything bon around her thtoat to deepen the
To dress well is a great game.
color of her eyes.
about her face except those eyes.
The lining of her hat brim Is of a
It's a trick. She dresses up to her,
The woman who plays the game
.eyes. She wears a band of velvet rib-- color to throw the correct lights into
With skill must master its tricks.
The woman with the most tricks is
the best dresser.
.,;.-.She gathers her tricks by watch'tis
- .
: i.
Tr f
SMVifei.Jf1'
ing other women play the game.
There Is a woman who looks like
a fright. The woman wlio is up to
the great game studies her until she
finds out why.
There is a woman who looks like a
queen. The woman who plays the
game with a skillful 'hand studies the
queen until she discovers her tiieks.
Watch, watch, watch! That is how
they learn the game.
They watch their friends, their visitors, tTie newcomers to town, and
they watch the photographs In books
and magazines.
There Is the red faced woman. She
always looks cool and comfortable.
How does Bhe manage It?
Simple enough when you have discovered the trick of It.
She never wears coral beads or
pink ribbons. She never puts onto
herself any color that matches that
hateful red in her face.
There is another with just the faintest pink In her cheeks. She never
looks pale and washed out.
- ,
' It's just a trick. She matches her
ribbons and dresses to that wee bit
of pink, and In that way biings it out
and makeB the most of it.
Here Is a woman who Is as homely
as a hedge fence. She has a mag-- '
nltlcent pair of eyes. In some way
tthe manages her dressing so that no
I

.

'

!

i

.

her eves. She remembers her star
feature and dresses to bring it out
A
There is the fluffy white girl.
fluffy white hat with fluffy furs and
a Huffy belaced dress make a picture
of her. If she wore the hat or furs
with some other gown she would look
quite ordinary.
She knows the game.
There is the baroness. She knows
that a pale blue velvet band, worn
with a pale blue gown trimmed with
with
white laces and ornamented
pearls, brings out the blue of her eyes
ndils size to her too slender neck, and
gives a daintiness of coloring to her
toilet that would otherwise be lost.
There U the well rounded woman
who dares to wear short sleeves and
She
the round low cut bodice.
knows that the point of lace add to
her height, and that the stripe In
the silk helps to carry out the long
lines,
The long, lean woman looks longing
ly at this evening toilet, but, if she
has studied her game, and Is master
of a few tricks, she turns away and
wears transparent yokes and sleeves
that fall below the ellxiws.
The. woman who wins the prize In
this great game of dress Is not the
woman with the most money, but the
woman who knows the most tricks
The woman who
and uses them.
watches other women and finds them
out to her own advantage.
The woman who dresses always In
good taste never puts on "Just anything." Eveiy collar is made and
worn fir a special reason; the color of
every pin head counts.

'

Grand Stock Show
Pronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament

Marching Bands

Motor Cycle Races
Grand Street Parades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Bailes Every Evening
IT. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits
Confetti Battles

D. K. B.

W. H. GREER, President

Cowboy Relay Races

Pyrotechnic Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Red Fire ,
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from 8 to 11
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

SELLERS, Secretary

"

r
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THE DINIKS

LOW RATE

PASO and

stRN EXCURSIONS

CAR SERVICE

(From the California Limited
Log Jluok)

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, ANL ALL
.
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

....

It is pecullai that all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help it. I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited ia too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

VIA

EI Paso Northeastern

and
Rock Island Systems
LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT
Finest Equipment
Fastest Schedules
DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE
v

Dining Cars all the Way

SANTA FE IS THE WAY
"i

OTHER ATTRACTIONS

A FEW OF THE MANY

Short

V. R. STILES.
i

&F$rm

The Best
of Colorado

iO

;

Tlie Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

i'I

a

hi

i

Colorado Southern
Railway

.."'

I

!

4

Many of the best parts of the state
can 'ha reached by no other railway.
Aro you
lutercstea m Colorado?
Send three cents in stamps for our
beautilul Illustrated look,
i squo Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass Agt..
Denver, Colo

J?.'
'

I

'.

-

5

Fiendish Suffering.
Is
caus.d l,y sorva, uut-r- and enn-r,ivour tiki it. Win. MoUiMt ml
"1 have
di II. of Flat Kock. Mkh.,
l'lr'i,
iiB. d Hu 'kli'ti
Arnica Bitlv
n"1-tiil
best
S. r.
ami (.'anctr. It
the
riootnes
dr.sHlnK 1 sver found."
fcc,
calda;
and hnil cut, burn and
ut all uruiitiuis; Kuaranlted.
ofi.--

Ry

m

SCHEME Ul'

A

BARONESS.

;I1E HAS STUDIED HER EIGCHE.

pg

For further information call or address

sg

A

I

ICTVRE IN WHITE.

&

G.

Line East
an(j

P. A..E. P. SOUTHWESTERN

system

s. system, ti raso, lex

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

EAST
Cuicayo and leturn, f 0250. w ith final limit of October 11, or 949.76
good for sixty days.
St. Louis and return. 1 14.50, with final limit of October II, or 141.80,
Kood for sixty days.
TICKETS ON SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30.
Denver and return, 15.13.
Colorado Springs and return, 22.1 5.
Pueblo and return, 120.15.
Olenwood Spitngs and return, 130.15, vU Pueblo, or $41.15 via Denver.

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October
II. S. LUTZ,

A-c-

nt

15.

A. T.

Final Limit Oct. 31st
& S.

1

Ry.

s

a:fr

The Citizen WANT ADS Bring Results

SEPT.
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BULL FIGHTER LOVE RIVAL
OF THE SPANISH KING

Hnie, Labor
and Money
The saving of time meant comfort.
The saving f jabor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. Alt
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

(X

Hsvf 1

?

CD

--;

O

Removal

to

CD

CO

pn

O

"
A.

-

SIMPIER

rr

PENINSULAR RANGE

In dollars and cents they cost no irore.
In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer.
better than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
One-thir-

d

line,

Prices

In Plain Figures S3Q
Old stoves taken

THE Mc3RAIN

at

a

and Up

8

205

Gold

Ave.

O

Q.

o

d

a

3

3

a

cd

rO

a--

CD

.

CO

O

2. to

J 3
no aq

fair valuation.

FURNITURE CO.,

s

CD

ND

I

3

(D

c

2

a
CD

A

HOLLENBECK
HOTEL
BILlCKt
MITCHELL
J

C.

m

NO. S.

LOS ANCELES, CALIFORNIA

CENTRAL LOCATION.

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Restaurant
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Uw

vva-

1

:

v

-

p

a &v

VsTOvpi
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New Mexicans and Arlzonlans spending the summer
on the
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excu-slo- n
and
beach cars pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

.Ai

:

.'n

s4: :$jT J

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride In her bread an4
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to bo had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, aweeteat,
most nutritious and healthful,
an4
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light.

:

iritrli

THKRESA MARIAXI
FiC.IITEU.
THE KING

MadiiJ, Si'iit. 1. A story of love,
jealousy ami the bull rinw;. linking
the njiine of the Kins of Spain, Theresa larianl, the famous Italian act,
ress, and Antonio
the best
Lull liKluer in Spain, in now beinR related in the Madrid clubs and salons,
recalling a tale by llal.ae.
Five years bm, wlun Madame Mari
ani first came to Madrid, her beauty
and ability created a turore of admiration. Among those who gained the
fiieiulsliip of the actress was Fuentes.
They became very friendly, and as
Madame Mariani toured the provincial towns, Fuent'-- had engagments
in the bull rings in the same circuit.
When the actress journeyed with her
company to South America, the bull
fighter likewise crossed the Atlantic.
Whenever .Madame Mariani was performing at a theater the bull fighter
was in the audience, and likewise the
actress was a constant attendant at
the corridas when Fuentes was advertised to display his tUIll as a bull
killer.
This summer, when the actress
fame to Madrid for her season at the
Comedy theater, she found herseif
more poulnr than ever, and among
those whose attention she attracted
weie members of the ropal family.
She was often invited to the Madrid
ralace, and was seen now and then In
company with King Alfonso.
Fuentes desired the actress to give
tip receiving Alfonso, and in his efforts to induce her to do so, he sent
her valuable Jewels, one brooch
which lie gave her being valued at
?6,(mmi.
IS'.it Madame Mariani declined
to be guiliy of the discourtesy of
slighting the King of Spain, despite
the constant pleading of her friend.
Fuentes. laboring under the 6trone
excitement of the professional
bull
fighter, finally decided' to bring matters to a crisis. He called at the
actress' house one night, and said to
her, "1 liave decided to try you. Xext
week yon depart from Madrid, and l
shall give my last bull fight here on
Sunday. You will doubtless be present, and I implore you to give a favorable hearing to my plea. If you accede to my prayer, I beg you, at any
time dining the fight, to touch your
Fui-ntes-

s

BIG SHEEP

AD

ANTONIO FUKNTKS. THE
WHO SOUGHT DEATH BECAUSE (IP

Hps with your closed fan. I shall note
it immediately and understand your
meaning. Hut if you continue to treat
my request with disdain, I solemnly
declare to you that I will not leave'
the bull ring alive. Fonder wliat I have'

e

t

THEY NEVER FAIL.

1

!

1

r.-ie- e.

FusUT-Milbui-

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
6EPTEMBER 23.

SUN

found her always in animated conversation with those in lier box.
Finally it came the turn for the fifth
bull to be killed.
Fuentes grasped
his sword, approached the animal anil

"EMPKCSS.-

West Copper Ave,

"1

-

TOISTGHT

CASINO

Our pushing, aggressive, never sl?ep method of advertising.
An
electric sign talks in the day time and "hollers' at night. A sign
your
of
own choice. We hang the sign and keep it clean and
t
at our expense. Lou pay for the current used that's all. At
the expiration of the time agreed upon, we take the sign off your
hands. All sign lighting will be on flat rate basis. How's that for a
bargain ?

BERGER
CASINO

bril-lian-

be-!o-

Talk withf--

e

"ROSE OF ANVERGNE" and a
"MYSTERIOUS

MESSAGE"

TIUJIiSDAV

LIGHT MAN- - Fourth and Gold Ave.
--

"FERNANDA"

With the following Specialties:
Gertrude Hutcheson
Taylor and. Hutcheson
Kitty Nice

;;IX TUB SHAPE OF THE OLD APPLE TREE"
( A1.P TliKK

JO

Poor Woman

g

Two thirds of
her time is
spent in the

SHAKE"

MIE'Puet
Son

ZO BO BAND
TAYLOR

PURGES

NICE

THORNE

NEW MOVING PICTURES

kitchen, and she is entitled to as much
comfort and relief as can be secured through
modern time
See the Gas Man
saving appliFourth and Cold Ave.
v
ances.
J

CASINO

CASINO

MATINEE SUNDAY

i!0 SS

KELLY

&

CO.

(INCORPORATED)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

1

DOES

HOBO BADLY BEATEN
FIGHT

NOT ASK YOU TO ACCEPT

CHANCES.

The Albuquerque Business college,
in the matters of a thorough teaching
force and an advanced course of instruction, is fully representative of
the best there is to be had in tho country, and it owes no one an apology in
making the statement.
The people of Albuquerque are quick
and apt and are fully awakening to
me realization that their business college is becoming a power for the advancement of the commercial enterprises of our territory. Giving as It
does, to the business world thoroughly!
ti ained young people to fill the offices'
and counting rooms of the rapidly
growing business Interests of New!
Mexico.
No weak points are tolerated In the'
course of instruction In this commer-- l

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS
ALBUQUERQUE

Past night at Isieta Special Officer
Charles Mainz, of the Santa Fe, had

a severe tussle with a hobo, who was
ejected from west bound train No. 1
at the junction, and whom he arrest-

-

VIOLENTST

THE BIBLE WAGON

WILL APPEAR

Jail.

IN CONCERT

AT

ELK'S OPERA HOUSE

Sold by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

ed for creating a disturbance at the
station at Isleta.
Tn is morn'ng the officer arrived in
the city with his prisoner and he was
arraigned in police court charged
with being drunk and disorderly. He
plead not guilty, but the evidence of
the officer convicted him and the
court sentenced him to ten days in
Frr in the appearance of Riley, be
suffered considerably at the hands of
the officer. His left arm was badly
swollen and bruised. The member
was in such bail shape that Iiiloy requested the attention of the city physician. Itiloy was further battered
i'r, his left eye having several cuts
about it and being- blackened.
Take Kodol After Eating.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
Pyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
of indigestion. Kodol Is a thorough
rilgestant and a guaranteed cure for
indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
stomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
by a druggists.
Then Lire other WRITI.VO I.V SIOHT!
'I YPEWHITKHS,
H'lt the P. C. SMITH PROS, by FAR
)r(! th' m all. Then It has a

AND LAS VEGAS

BRUNO DIECKMANN

IN

WITH OFFICER

cial school. For example:
We directly teach the toucb method of typewriting, give each pupil an hour's In-struetion under the eye of the teacher!
each school day and furnish a machine for home practice. In order to
giV,- the student .iiieiency if desired.;
We abhor smaMerers, and Insist on!
tbc utmost hone? ah ne-- s in every es- sential if our woik. We adhere to the
principle that a lmsir.i-- s education:
is made i;
numero-sinall techni-- i
culities which the st'idoi? iii'ist learn
in school and from teacher- - who have
been in the office.
s co!!eThe Albuquerque liu-dthe cheapest, course of itiMruc: ion
caiiM ii js in n:!,,. by the m.i-- t capable teachi rs and in t very instance
and MIMEOGRAPH
attach-- :
it guarantees satisfaction.
KeuiMr.ition
begins .Monday. Sep-l- i merit, without extra eh arte. Corr-- :
spotidence solicited. N. V. Alser,
n.bcr 4, 1!ij5.
121 South Walter St.
P iuT.il
C.F.O. S. HAMSKV,
Ii. O. STOI.I..
I'lvsbleh'.
Peculiar
Drsaooearanro.
Secretary.
J. I Hunynn. of Butlervin.-- , Ohio, laid
j.ciiii-i(ll4pp.'.i ranee of his painthf
The Only Way.
ful Kmt..ni ef liullKositon and tillliuus.
There is r.o way to maintain the mx. to It. Kintf'n .Ww l.lfu IM1U.
ar a prfi-crfmi-dhealth and strength or mind and lody dizzln. "They
(, sour tornnh. headache, enn-t-furi.
except by nourishment. There is no
Ipiitlon. etc ". Uuaraiiti td; at all
way to ncniri h except through the
J'rlcr, 2ic.
?:nn:irh. The stomach iii'ist he kept
GENERAL
REPAIR SHOP.
healthy, pure and sweet or the
I have opi tied a generil repair s'nop
strength will let down and disease on South
Third street, back of Walw ill
set up. No appetite,
loss of ton's druj store, and sof'.clt the trade
strene'h, nervousness, headache, con- - of
tfce city.
P. H. SilOKM AKPR.
stlpa'.ion, l ad breath, sour risings,
rift In et, indigestion, dyspepsia and all
Hello, Cii.tnil! l am in dirt from
stomach troubles that are curab'e are 'ellar to turret. "Well, yon want u
quickly cured by the use of Kodol Thornton. He is the cleaner." With y
Pyepepsla Cure. Kodol digests what competent help. Pilreg reasonable.
you eat and strengthens the whole Ha both 'phones.
OIRce 510 North g
dlgec.lve apparatus.
Third street.
1

That Is What They Say About Them
In Albuquerque, and it Is, Therefore, Reliable.
Another proof, some more evidence,
Albuquerque testimony to swell the
long list of advocates who endorse
the old Quaker remedy, Uoan's Kidney
Pills. Head tins convincing endorsement of the claims ma le for that
'e pienaratioti:
Mrs. J. H.tii, ol ilf South First
street, s.iyt: "O.ie of my daug'nters
Buffered from
laikache for about
eUIit months or a jcar. Sometime it
was so bad that she was completely
prostrated for a day or so at a time
read about poau's Kidney Fills In
our Aliiiiquerque newspaper
and
thought if tl.ey only performed half
what they promised they might help
my daughter a:i we wei.t to the
Pharmacy for a box. In a
remarkab'y fliort time the medicine
Km!; eff v t a:i
a continuation of the
treatment a little lonci-- stopped the
backache. We aro pleased to reeom-mei.Po.i.Va Kidney I'iHs."
5J
For sale y all dealers,
Co., Huffalo,
cents.
New York, tele a. rents for the United
States.
and
Ilemember the name Poan's
'44
take no otbei.
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Little Talks, But Big Facts

blood-drippin-

GIVES GUARANTY

This mottling a shipment of 1,510
sheep passed through the city over
ths Santa Fc. The sheep occupied
twelve stivk ears, eleven single deck
cars ami one louble. The fleecy animals were the property of Charles
Clark and Charles Sehultz.'of Flagstaff, Ariz., aur1. were consigned to the
Kansas City market.
Mr. Schu'tz owned 620 of the sheep,
all IhiiiI s with the exception of one
car if withers. Theoe lambs are
piobt.bly the best that will be placed
on the market this year; as they average about ninety pounds to the
lamb In weight, which Is very fine,
the ordinary weight for lambs being
about sixty-fivto seventy pounds.
A few head of sheep were lost In
tnu.i-ito this city, but this was caused y some of them lying down and
getting trampled on.

jku nnv

V

began to maneuver valiantly. Hut
said, and remember that Antonio
plunging the steel
the bull
Fuentes is a man who always keeps lie Lave one final glance into
In the direchis word."
tion of Madame Mariani. A chance
Mine. Mariani treated the matter as; had come over the beautiful actress.
a joke, but the bull fighter would not She had Mopped talking
her fan
listen to her, and with a curtness alii was not in use. Instead,andwhen
Spanish bull fighte.s possess be de-- i felt Fuentes was looking at her. she
she
clared "What is said Is said. Con-- ! (iiilckly raised her opera glasses and
sider the matter well." And so lie; levtling them at King Alfonso, peered
left her.
through.
Meanwhile, a jealous friend had
At this the bull figliter
to
written to Mme. Fuentes, wife of the have gone mad. He raised seemed
his sword
fighter,
bull
in Seville, telling her and siabl.ed at the bull, without apwhat was going on in Madrid. Mme. parently knowing what he was doing,
l uentes came immediately
to the cap
men, wnn a
pound, threw
ital, and accused the actress of try- himself upon thelurious
goaded and
ing to steal her husband from her,
animal.
The enraged bull
but was convinced after a time that lowered his head, caught Fuentes unsuspicions
her
were unfounded. Then der the leit arm, and rolled him round
she learned of the vow Fuentes had two or th;ee times.
Then,
h!s
taken to kill himself, and it is said horns firmly planted undergetting
Fuentes'
she implored the actress to go io the body, the hull threw him violently
inbull ring and give the agreed signal to the air, and Fuentes fell
to
tne
would
save her husband's life. ground and remained motionless. The
that
The actress, however, continued to animal started to charge
him again,
make light of Fuentes 'resolve.
Hut before he could reach the body
On the Sunday set for the bull fight the bull ring
assistants ran up with
Madrid was in gala dress. Tin re were long red banners
over their arms, and
211,000 persons on the seats, rising in
the attention of the animal
amphitheater fashion about the ring, distracted
from Fuentes.
when Fuentes made his appearance.
A cry
horror went up from tne
In one of the private boxes sat Mme. spectators of as
wa., carcTuIly
Mariani, surrounded by a court of ad- lifted from theFuentes
ground and carried
mirers. In the roynl box was King into the bull ring infirmary.
Mme.
Alfonso, and his aunt, the Infanta Isa- Fuentes, with uneven steps."
"left her
bella, while in a third box, sad eyed, liox and went hastily to the infirmary,
and accompanied by a relative, who and Madame Mariani likewise
left the
had vainly attempted to persuade her ring. It was generallv thought
that
not to attend the fight, sat Mme. Fuentes had been killed, hut
soon the
Fuentes.
news spread tbat he ha-escaped
Six bulls were to bo killed for the death by hardly
more than half an
edification of the crowd. They were inch, and that he was onlv
Inall superb animals, from the stock jured. The bull fighter was slightly
farm of the Duke of Veragua, the de- same night to his 'hotel, carrled'that
and under
scendant of Christopher Columbus. Ia skillful nursing began to recover
rapsuccession, after the banderillos and idly.
picadores Tiad goaded the bulls into
He Is now practically cured and
fury, Fuentes stepped out, and with is ready for other
encounters in the
superb skill drove his short sword into ring. Madame Mariani,
by his
their necks, killing them almost in- deed, has crossed Alfonso'swon
stantly. Now and then he looked at her list of intimates, and name from
and
the box where the actress at, but ruentes are again the best ofshe
friends

SHIPMENT
PASSES THROUGH CITY

FMOT'S

iVl.

T

SEPTEMBER 8th

BASE BALL

Traction Park

HE

Sunday and Monday Sept. 3 and 4
Mcintosh browns
Itase ball at
against the
The two
grand stand,

vs

santa fe centrals

Traction park Sunday and Monday. Santa Fe Centrals
Mclntosti Hiowns. Came will be called at 3:3n.
best games of the season assured. Admission, SO cents;
free. Ki Is, 10 tents.

We ara prepared to furnish, on short notice, all sorts of
HIGH

PRESSUSE

BOILERS

Internally Fired Marine Type Boilers.
Cahall Water Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boiler. Send u your
Specifications for Quotations.

Rio Grande Lumber Co,

The

liendrie

S

Bolllioff

Mfg. and Supply Co.

1

TAH-ri.ATO-

druii-giMs-

j

'

General Building Supplies
Mi
iCJKIlliJN DOORS
m

Eoth Phones.

A. H. MEYN, Mgr.

fVT9

Scven,ecnlh

Strm'

a

34 and Maquette

...

1

M0N0BAT

C. BALDRIDGE
J.NATIVE

TBADI HARK

AND CHICAGO LUIYIOER

-

BUILDING PAPER Al
SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
ways In stock. Plaster,
fMini uorcr more
Lime,
Cement, Paint,
est, most economical.
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
full measure
ALBUQUCRQUC, N. M.
riRST tTRCCT AND COAL AV C.

DENVm COL0RA0

'iil

'in

i Ii

Furniture

:

3

ani

Crockery

Will not lump up.
S

Iron

5

Needed About the House.

J 1

EsrJs, Steves

and

BORRADAILE

Ranges, Ait

Squares,

AGENT CHARTER

A

CO.,

etc.

Everything

CAK STEEL RANGES

UP COLD AVENUE

PAGE
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They are good, honest, all solid leather Shoes, with plenty of style
and good fitters. They are made In factories where every condition
at common sense
is perfect to produce them In large quantities
prices.
Our Idea is to give you the best values for your money and to
please you. We want to get your trade and we want to keep It. We
are ever ready to show our goods and to quote prices.

Shoes

Girls
5
81

to

8. 85c
a to 11, $1

"a to 2, $1.25 to $1.85.
2! 2 to 6, $1.75 to $2.25

to $1.25.
to $1.50.

11

Boys' Shoes
5

8'

X

2

13'a to 2, $1.10 to $2.
to $2.25.
to 5 i.

to 8, 85c to $1.25.
to 13, 90c to $1.65.'

b J..',,J'

,

'

2 2

"

$1-5-

DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
Are those tiiat nave stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect th fciccenea we sell are above
suspicion. No
tiio breath of
cea'
brand tL.a! :a
all liuestlouable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on ua absolutely for
the best in quality, the
best In flavor and the best In nutrition.

'

furn-inshin-

j

r

"J

u

.

F. F. TROTTER

A;

Nos. 118 and 120 Soutk Second St.

ICMi

Finish oft Fall

House Cleaning

with a coat of Heath & Mllllgan'a
paint over your wood work where
noedod. You will find It most satisfactory, Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what la more, make them stay bo.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.

First Street and Marquette

Office of Ostermoor &. Co.. New York, Aug. 22, 1905.
O. W. Strong's Sons, Albuquerque, N. M.
Gentlemen We acknowledge v.ith thanks, your favor of the 17th,
ordering flfty "Ostermoor' mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries

with it exclusive sale for your city.' ijgmS.
,
The twenty mattresses ordered previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we donot Include this twenty In
your order for the fitty. We trust this will be satisfactory to you, as
It means that we must refuse to sMp any other orde.s from Albuquerque.
We shall proceed with the work on the fifty at the earliest moment,
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for thia large orderwe are very truly yours,
CO.
OSTERMOOit

O. AV. STRONG'S SONS
Furniture

Installment

Crockery, Rugs
Tapestry

A
.

Specialty

DIAMONDS
Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamond to you at any
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we are
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings and
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in our
store and price them.

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

fTITTT
mam

Lea Lr Urn BL

M

Leading

Jeweler,

railroad avenue

1, 1905.

11

LOCAL AND

Out School Shoes
Ate Reliable

politicians. It
today among Um
is quite evident, from all remarks,
in Retting
that the gentleman Is
Into politics, and will be heard from
in the future c.inipaltns or Bernalillo
and Sandoval counties.
Prof. Hlram H.i'IN'.v. ten Itorlal superintendent of pu'.lic instruction, attended the citv itiltnte here yesterday and Is quoted a" wIiir that he
with it. Prof.
was very much
Hadley said thi." morning before leava very
t lint he found
ing Jor Santa
nice company of teachers at the Institute and that li was as Intelligent
a gathering as could he found anywhere.
J. B. Hetndon, alii r of the State
National bank f 'Ms eity, and two
Miss Sal-li- e
risters, Mrs. M. H. Lehr and
C. H.
Horndon, and bnthcr-ln-law- ,
Harbison, of Fo"t Sco't. Kas., who visited the Portland, Ore., exposition,
have returned to the city, and all report having hail a most delightful vacation. Mrs. It. !. Herndon, mother
of the banker, and tier sister. Miss Sal-liHerndon. wiil return to their home
at Dubiln, Texas tonight.

FRIDAY, 8EPT.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonight and Saturday, except
thunder showers; northeast portion
cooler,
ARRIVAL" OF TRAINS.
No 1, from the east, 7:30 p. m.
No. 7, from the east, 11:15 p. m.
No. 8, from the west, 6:45 p. m.
No. 2, from the weBt, 7:55 a. m.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham of l.as Vegas,
returned north this morning after a
pleasant visit in Luna county.
lert this
Miss
Kathorlno
morning for Denver on a pleasure trip
of a couple of weeks duration.
Yarilmaster Clarence Ten Eych, of
the Santa Fe. returned last night from
a pleasure trip to old familiar scenes
In Kansas.
To Mr. and Mrs. J. Zlrhut was born
Wednesday night, at their residence
in the Hihglands, a hearty and prom.
islng (laughter.
O. C. Uoiradalle, father of Colonel
John llorradalle, left last night tor
I .os Angeles, Cal., where he will so
,
journ lor a few months.
On account of the continued hot
weather the store of K. J. Post & Co.,
hardware merchants, will continue to
close on Saturday afternoon
until
Ottoher 1.
Miss Mary Harding of Espanola, Is
a guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. V. Futrelle. Miss Harding will attend the fall term of the Albuquerque
public schools.
There will be a regular meeting of
Adah
chapter No. 5, O. E. S., this
evening, September 1, at 8 o'clock.
Hy order of the worthy matron. Laura
Fluke, secretary.
I). O. Miller has resigned his position as clerk In the Albuquerque
e
and left last night for San Diego.
Cal., whe;e bo will probably go into
the hotel business.
M. Nash, the dealer In electrical
supplies, will leave for Denver tomorrow night to lay In a new assortment
of goods.
He will extend his trip to
Chicago. He will be absent about two
weeks.
Miss Goldy Spring, the adopted
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Spring,
arrived last night from Clayton, N.
M., and has entered the St. Vincent
academy as one of the outside students.
Will Ments, traveling solicitor for the
Mutual Life Insurance company, left
last night for Long Uoach, Cal., where
ho will join his family. Mr. Ments
will be absent from the city a couple
of weeks.
V. P. Edie, of the Albuquerque
Wool Scouring mills, who Is in Portland with Mrs. Edie, taking in the
Lewis and Clark exposition, writes
friends here that they are having a
good time.
Temple Albert, comer of Seventh
street and West Gold avenue, opens
for service tonight at 7:45 o'clock.
Itablil Jacob II. Kaplan will preach on
"Thy Neighbor's Landmark." Everybody Is welcome.
Philip lird, who has been holding
a position as niotorman with the Albuquerque Traction company, has resigned and will leave for the Estan-civalley in a few days where he will
engage in the sheep business.
M. O. Chadbourne, superintendent
of the Albuquerque Traction company,
Is confined to his home by sickness.
Assistant Supoi intendent I. B. Payne
is looking after the company's lines
(luring .Mr. Chadbourne a Illness.
Warren Graham, of Graham Bros..
Is enjoying
a visit from Lincoln
Doney, of Danville, 111.. an old friend,
who is stopping temporarily in the
city while en toute to California. Mr.
Graham was formerly a resident of
Danville.
W. T. McCreight, who visited the
east, and then his old Kentucky home,
at Shelbyvllle. returned to the city
last night. Mrs. McCreight left tho
train at La Junta, Colo., and will visit
relatives at Denver a week before re-tning to the city.
Colonel "Dick" Hudson of Doming,
the original settler of the Hudson
hot springs, now known as the
hot springs, passed through the
city this morning en route to Denver
to attend the national encampment of
the G. A. K., of which Mr. Hudson Is
a member.
Joe Hagemeister, who will be remembered as the affable day clerk at
the Alvarado, writes his friends tiere
that he Is having a good time at Mt.
Clemens, Mich. He is traveling with
A. J. Cochran, the wealthy young coal
and coke operator of Pennsylvania,
who has been a frequent visitor In Albuquerque in recent years.
Hon. Pedro Perea, the territorial Insurance superintendent,
with headquarters at Santa Fe, came In from
the capital last night, and was busy
post-oitie-
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Most Time for the School
Bells to Ring Once More

a good habit.

SAFE HABIT.
THERE IS
NOTHING DAI N- TIER OR MORE
AND

delicious

Send your boy back to his studies In new clothes. Helps out lot,
gives a sense of "something doing," quite different from the "go
as you please" vacation feeling. We are already, too.

THAN THE DEL
FLAVOR OF A GOOD OYSTER, AND A "SEALSHIPT" OYSTER
MEANS AN OYSTER WITH ALL ITS
FLAVOR
RETAINED.
PERFECT
THINK BECAUSE
THE
DON'T
WEATHER IS WARM THAT IT AFFECTS THE OYSTER; WHEN SHIPPED IN OUR PATENT CARRIERS,
8 IF
THEY ARE JUST AS GOOD
YOU BOUGHT THEM IN DECEMBER. SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY
ICATE

Boy's New Fall Suits
A splc, span fresh line, of new all wool suits In fancy
casslmeres
and cheviots, In many different fall shapes have Just arrived and
been placed on sale at from

$32

e

SPECIAL SALE OF MILLINERY.
FOR THE NEXT WEEK WE WILL
United States Civil Service ExaminaSELL OUR COMPLETE STOCK OF
tions.
OF
A competitive examination under SUMMER HATS REGARDLESS
ONE
FOR
WEEK ONLY.
the rules of the I'nited States civil COST.
MILLINERY CO., 204
service commission, for the position WINTERS
depart- SOUTH SECOND STREET.
of Btonograpliei-tI'ewritor,
mental service will be held In this
Notice.
city on the 2Sth day of September,
On and after the 1st of September
J!iiri, comniencini: at ! o'clock a. ni.
I will be located at my new mill at
Applications for this examination No.
South First street, and
must be made on the prescribed form will operate under the name of the)
which, with li 'f 's iaiy instructions, superior Lumber ana naning mhi
may be obtained from the local sec- Co., where all orders will be promptly
retary at the Albuquerque postoffice. filled, and I will be pleased to meet
all of my old customers.
SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
COMPANY.
FRUIT I
FRUIT1
FRUITI
By 0. E. GUSTAFSON.
GRAPE FRUIT. SMALL
10
LARGE SIZE, 2 FOR
15?
WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
FINE TOKAY GRAPES, TWO
AND PALATE. LOOK
OUT FOR
POUNDS FOR
2."
SHIPMENT OF FLAME TOFIRST
BLACK MELVAY GRAPES, 10 CTS. KAY GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
PER POUND.
BEAUTY
UNSURPASSABLE.
BLACK
MELVAY GRAPES, 2
GREEN LABEL ON ALL
POUNDS FOR
JO W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
MALACCA GRAPES 10 CENTS PER JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
POUND.
A. J. MALOY.
ASSORTED 8 POUND BASKET
PER BASKET
40

$62

Special Knee

Each

Special Mother's Friend

PANTS

50c
A

WAISTS

counter heaping over with the
75 cent quality at

A

501-50-

FANCY
EATING AND COOKING APPLES. FREE FROM
WORMS, 6 POUNDS FOR
CRAB APPLES. PER POUND. OUC
FANCY
CLING
STONE PEACHES, PER POUND
EATING
PEARS, 5 POUNDS
FOR

to

Every garment to meet your honest expectation of superior serv- -

)

Any waist In the house,

white. wort" "P to

l

exclud-regula-

r

90 cents

50c

ELh

complete new line of Boys' Hats, Shoes and Caps, now on sale

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

...2r

05
25

VEGETABLES:

EGG PLANT, EACH
GREEN AND WAX
PER POUND
CELERY, 2 FOR
6
LARGE
SWEET

BEANS,

05
0.

15i
CANTA-

1

FOR

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sampl9 Rooms

91-0-

J.

&

BLEND, 3 POUNDS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

FOR
81-OMOA AND JAVA BLEND, 1 AND 2
POUND CANS AT 45 CENTS PER
POUND.
FOR ICE TEA WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND
MOONSOON
IT
TEA.
WILL COOL YOU AND MAKE YOU

FEEL BETTER.
PHONE OR SEND YOUR

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

ORD-

ERS.

THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

SATURDAY'S
3

two-poun-

matoes
2

PLUMBING

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

COFFEE1 COFFEE! COFFEE1
THE FINEST BLENDED COFFEES
IN
ALBUQUERQUE.
TRY OUR
FERNDELL.
ALBIAN
BLEND, 4 POUNDS
M.

-

25

LOUPES

a

Fay-woo-

BLUE POINTS, THE FIRST OF
GET THE "SEAL-SHIPT- "
THE SEASON.
OYSTER HABIT, AND GET
IT EARLY.
IT'S

SPECIAL SALE.
cans of Las Cruces to'

imiincls of New'on

25c

ciea.t-e.'-

o;..-te-

,..

r

45c

See our splendid stock of school
shoes
7 cans of sardmes
25c
12 '4c grade of vermicelli, per pkg.lOc
We are showing a splendid assortment of school 8uppli39.
1 bottle of pic'-.ls- ,
1 bvtlo of catsup ;ind 1 bi't'M of chjw chow..2."c
crackers, nr p . id . .. .,'i7
Ground can of V.c.-.- i cocoa ....20o
A lure
assortrni.t of b,s' aed
girls' school hats bits Just
lieei: received.
12',jc grade of pork and beans
10c
sausage, per cm
ioc
4 pounds of washing soda
10c
Gloss starch, per pky
Ofin
C .'ii ptareh, per pkg
06c
We handle a line of hosiery at popular pi ices that give the best of satisfaction.
THE MAZS
WM. KIEKB, Propiie.ior.

,y

li

WHITNEY COMPANY
J

401-40-

3

,

North First Strut

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

The Clarkvllle coal we sell princithe Father of His Country,
um a reputation second to none, and
you know, If you've tried It, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qualfrom impurities. Its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-

A

P. Lommori...- -

pally, like

Vl'.-pu-

COMING.
KNIGHT'S
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.

South First Street

1

I

&

free-burnin- g

ling.

John S. Beaven

MIDNIGHT

Both phones.

....Matteucci.
Dealers In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST 'OF MEATS.' IM
PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West Tljeras Ro
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

5:

E. J. POST & CO.
lOLESALli AND
KTAIL.

HARDWARE

A

Black Cat stockings for
Our
boys and girls will outwear any other
brand at the same price. They fit
well and are perfectly last black. Give
them a trial. You will lie pleased. C.
May's shoo store, 311 West Railroad
avenue.

AVI

IIAliDWAlfK

1

FEW LEADERS IN OUR LINE
m

'4.

STUDEBAKERS'
T

EAD THE WORLD.

More Studebaker

Wagons used today than any other (3)
three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.
TY7E WANT

to talk shirts to you. We have received
a full and complete assortment of R. L. McDonald
& Co.'s celebrated shirts. They are sewed with linen
thread with double felled seams, shaped shoulders, full cut
in every particular. We want to show you what a strong
durable shirt we can tell you for 50 cents.
We have others at 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and up to $3 00.
Call and tec the best line on the market.
Yours truly,
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Chop! Chop! Chop!
Isn't it, to get down the
bowl and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Gem Food Choppe r and do it
better with but little labor. The
Gem chops all kinds of food in
coarse, medium or fine nieces, as dp- sired. Useful in the preparation of substantials and
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.

Tiresome,
chopping

ml

E.

J. TOST
rsi
Sllbuquerque.

CO..

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.

MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
IMIO.MI'T DKLIY1.K Y ON KYMt Y lH'lU'HASK

215 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-
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X
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